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Introduction - Activities 
 
 The primary goal of the Economic Foundations of Mayapán Project in our initial 
proposal was to reconstruct the production and consumption patterns of the city’s diverse 
social sectors. The significance of this project lay in its potential to reconstruct the 
complex economy of the primary, core urban city of the Maya world during the 
Postclassic Period. The political and domestic economies of Mayapán did not operate 
solely within the confines of the Maya world, as during this time period, greater external 
trading ties and interregional economic dependencies have been documented – 
investigating Mayapán’s economy is relevant to understanding the development of world 
systems-type configurations throughout Mesomerica in the centuries just prior to 
European contact. We are pleased to report that over the past five years we have amassed 
an enormous database on the economic patterns of Mayapán’s settlement zone. We were 
able to survey and map more square kilometers and perform more surface collections and 
test pits than we had anticipated. Thanks to teams of highly skilled student assistants, we 
have fully analyzed all of our materials and are on the threshold of disseminating our 
results to the academic community and beyond. 

We performed a surface survey of 36 milpas (encompassing 52.99 hectares) 
across the city, from which we have 131 systematic surface collections primarily from 
domestic refuse zones. We have also completed 189 test pits, 63 of which were near 
structures outside of the city wall. All of the architecture in each of the 36 milpas was 
fully mapped and has been entered into a GIS database from which maps have been 
generated. This database has permitted a distributional analysis of house types and house 
group types across the city, as well as the identification of other patterned feature types of 
a domestic, nondomestic, or as yet ambiguous function. Our milpa maps expand the 
albarrada houselot data to new areas beyond those sampled by Bullard. During the 
Carnegie Project of the 1950’s, Bullard intensively mapped the houselot wall divisions in 
four sections of the city in great detail; these houselot walls, known locally as albarradas, 
provide the key to understanding household grouping and organization as they are 
analogs of modern enclosures that designate houselots in contemporary Maya villages. 
Bullard published a small sample of this research (1952, 1954), and were able to locate 
his largely unpublished file of original albarrada maps housed in the Peabody Museum 
of Harvard, and Timothy Hare has digitized this information into our GIS database so 
that it can be compared with our own original data. 

Bradley Russell, as part of his UAlbany doctoral dissertation, has surveyed eight 
1km X 250m transects extending in four cardinal directions outside the city wall, finding 
a total of 347 new structures linked to Mayapán, its nearby contemporary settlements, or 
earlier sites. Russell’s important work expands known the geographic extent of the 
Mayapán settlement zone to a distance of around 500 m in all directions, with interesting 
variation in settlement density. 

Our test pits and surface collections provide us with a large comparative sample 
that augments our more limited structure excavations. The Carnegie Institution excavated 



16 structures that were ultimately positively identified as dwellings, along with many 
other shrines, platforms, and oratories (Smith 1962). Carnegie investigators did not fully 
expose all of their investigated structures; some were only tested with strategically placed 
axial trenches designed to locate burials and other features. However, the Carnegie 
Project is widely acknowledged for launching one of the first sustained investigations of 
ancient Maya households. Our work expands the domestic samples from Mayapán 
significantly, as hundreds of structures have now been systematically mapped and their 
refuse zones sampled through surface collection or test pits.  

We also fully excavated three domestic structures outside of the monumental 
zone. As a consequence of these horizontal investigations, we now have a comprehensive 
sample of domestic artifacts and features from two commoner and one mid-level elite 
house – these data provide different, but complementary information to the test pitting 
and surface collection assemblages, and help guide our hypothesis testing for the 
dynamics of urban growth and organization at Mayapán.   

In addition to compiling a large database of domestic feature and artifact 
assemblages in accordance with our NSF research design, other significant discoveries 
were made unexpectedly. First, our test pits at a major outlying elite ritual/administrative 
architectural group known as Itzmal Ch’en located a mass human grave along the edge of 
the platform. Our intention had been to test this area for midden, and instead we 
encountered a human bone bed of chopped and burned skeletal remains – smashed effigy 
ceramics and projectiles were found amidst this layer, which was within 10cm of the site 
surface and was 30cm deep. This deposit seems to indicate an act of violence that 
occurred late in the city’s history; either the administrative lineage responsible for Itzmal 
Ch’en was annihilated or other acts of sacrifice performed by these individuals are 
represented by this unorthodox grave by the city’s standards. This mass interment 
represents another example of similar deposits located beneath the plaza of the 
monumental center of the site.  

Survey work also revealed some important new features. Russell identified and 
mapped an administrative architectural complex, consisting of a colonnaded hall and 
oratory just outside of the city’s far northeast gate. This is the only hall located outside of 
the city wall – most features beyond the wall are modest and served residential or 
agricultural functions. Almost all of the other colonnaded halls are located within or near 
the city’s monumental plaza or at the outlying group of Itzmal Ch’en. The location of this 
feature raises new questions about the placement and function of administrative nodes 
across the city. Survey also revealed a cenote with red painted handprints on the roof of 
this natural feature; this type of cave painting is known elsewhere in the Maya area but is 
unique for Mayapán. This new cenote is located to the south of the monumental center, 
about midway between the center and the southern wall parameter. We also observed, 
with the help of local workmen, that many more cenote water sources are present within 
and outside of the city than previously documented by the Carnegie Institution; their 
locations were documented with GPS units and entered into our GIS database. The 
location of these features is essential for the analysis of domestic feature distribution at 
the city. One other important set of features was found by Russell to the west of the city 
wall – these were circular stone alignments that delineated depressions filled with 
carbonized logs. Russell hypothesized that these were limestone plaster production areas, 



and performed experiments with the assistance of residents of the town of Telchaquillo 
who remembered the old technology for making it.  
 We have received C14 dates for 38 radiocarbon samples submitted to the 
University of Arizona laboratory. These samples compare contexts from the monumental 
center to those of the outlying domestic settlement zone. This is the largest sample of 
radiocarbon dates submitted for any Postclassic Maya site or any Maya site in northern 
Yucatan; these results represent an important landmark study that will help refine 
regional chronology, as well as permit a detailed understanding of the timing of 
Mayapán’s urban growth.  
 All of the work described above was accomplished in four field seasons of 
investigation (2001-2004), the bulk of which was performed in 2002-2004 under the 
auspices of NSF support (2001 was a preliminary season supported by FAMSI, Inc). The 
vast majority of the fieldwork was completed during 2002 and 2003, with some final 
testing in 2004. The main focus of the 2004 season was the successful completion of our 
artifact analysis, and the summer of 2005 was spent completing data entry. Every class of 
artifact has been analyzed, including: ceramic sherds, ceramic figurines, ceramic effigy 
censers, ceramic spindle whorls, chert/chalcedony lithic tools and debitage, obsidian 
tools, ground stone, shell tools/ornaments and manufacturing debris, faunal bone, and 
bone tools. We analyzed all of the materials from our own investigations in the settlement 
zone in addition to artifacts collected from the monumental zone by our INAH 
collaborator, Carlos Peraza Lope – these provide valuable comparisons to the domestic 
assemblages we tested.  
 At the time of this report preparation, we stand poised to finish crunching artifact 
and architecture databases for the purpose of publication – this final analysis step has 
already begun. Publications in progress for this project include: a descriptive monograph 
to be submitted to the University of Pittsburgh Press or the BAR Reports Series, a book 
by Peraza and Masson (Kukulkan’s Realm: The Postclassic Maya City of Mayapán, 
contracted with UColorado Press), and two journal articles detailing our analysis of the 
spatial organization of Mayapán and the city’s political economy (preliminary versions of 
hese publications will be presented at the 2006 SAA meetings in Puerto Rico). Two book 
chapters (by Masson, Hare, and Peraza n.d. and Masson and Peraza 2004) are in press or 
have been recently published (respectively), and one journal article (Peraza, Masson, and 
Hare n.d.) on the radiocarbon chronology was just accepted by Ancient Mesoamerica. 
Two additional book chapters have been or will soon be published in Mexico 
(proceedings of conferences held in Campeche and Mérida during 2004 and 2005). Four 
other presentations are planned for Summer/Fall 2006 that will result in published 
chapters or articles (International Congress of Archaeozoology, International Congress of 
Americanists {2 papers}, Dumbarton Oaks Conference). One doctoral dissertation 
(Russell) and one master’s thesis (Elizabeth Paris) are currently in progress that are based 
on our NSF research. A project bibliography is provided at the end of this report.  
 This report gives details of each avenue of investigation: horizontal house 
excavations, surface collections, test pits, survey and mapping (within and beyond the 
wall), and artifact analysis. Once we have completed the analysis of architecture and 
artifact distributions, we will have even more to report. The ultimate goal of this latter 
analysis is to understand the spatial and social context of economic production and 
consumption at Mayapán, with particular emphasis on household and barrio organization 



and variation according to social class. Some preliminary observations of this nature are 
included in the discussion below.  
 Education opportunities resulting from this project lay primarily in providing 
experience and training in archaeological field and laboratory methods for 23 
undergraduate and graduate staff members of the project (listed as crew chiefs and 
analysts in the list of project participants). The majority of the students were enrolled at 
UAlbany-SUNY, although some were from Grinnell College, and seven were from the 
Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán in Mérida, Mexico. Each student advanced their skills 
by working on this project. Further educational opportunities include two upper division 
graduate courses in Zooarchaeology taught at UAlbany-SUNY during the Spring and Fall 
semesters of 2005; these courses involved 40 students who learned faunal analysis by 
performing preliminary identifications (all checked and corrected by Masson). With their 
assistance in sorting, data processing, and data entry, we were able to complete the 
analysis of eleven additional large boxes of faunal bone from various contexts at the site. 
These boxes were exported with permission from INAH for the purpose of this symbiotic 
opportunity to involve students in research. Further educational opportunities have arisen 
from the use of Mayapán databases for graduate student research projects, including three 
potential master’s papers (Margaret McArthur on ceramic rim modal variation, Elizabeth 
Paris on copper bell technology and spatial distribution, Elizabeth France on shell tool 
technology and manufacture) and one doctoral dissertation (Bradley Russell on the 
settlement outside of the city walls). When project publications are completed, two books 
will be available to serve as educational resources for students and the interested public, 
including one thematic monograph and one descriptive edited report that will include 
chapters contributed by student analysts of the project.  
 

Part I: Household Horizontal Excavations: Intensive Investigations of 
Three Residential Units 

 
Our investigations of three residential structures outside of the monumental zone 

at Mayapán reveal new patterns about the organization of the city and its economy 
(Figure 1). Two small commoner houses were fully excavated (X-43, L-28), located near 
the southeast and northern part of the city wall. One large upper status house was also 
investigated (Y-45a), located in a remote neighborhood also near the southeast part wall 
parameter. These investigations provide new data for the analysis of class structure, 
occupational specialization, and patterns of urban growth at Mayapán. House excavations 
were supervised by Pedro Delgado, Bárbara Escamilla, Yonny Mex, and Georgina 
Delgado, all of whom were students at the Universidad de Yucatán at the time.  

The first structure we excavated is X-43, a typical commoner Mayapán house 
with two rooms and two benches (Figure 2). This house is located next to the southeast 
portion of the city wall, in a low-lying area (Figure 3). The most striking aspect of X-43 
is the low density of materials associated with it. No caches or burials were found within 
or outside of the structure, and the density of refuse here is very low compared to other 
areas. Test pits at similar modest houses within 500m of the monumental zone had 10 
times more pottery and 29 times more lithic flakes than this small dwelling. We conclude 
that X-43 was not occupied for long, and it was probably constructed late in the site’s 
history. Other houses within Milpa 7 are built on higher natural knolls (altillos). Later 



occupants of this area, like the family of X-43, may have been restricted to low-lying 
domestic space. No clear evidence for occupational specialization is observed from the 
meager artifact assemblage, although the formal lithic tools are primarily pointed bifacial 
knives or arrow points. Perhaps proximity to the city wall carried with it the need for 
defense, or males who lived at this house performed military service. No animal bone 
was found in the refuse zones around X-43, which indicates that these weapons were 
more likely for warfare than for hunting. The low density of faunal bone suggests these 
individuals may have dined elsewhere, or may have been provisioned with food prepared 
in another location. 

Structure L-28, located 60m from the north part of the city wall, represents 
another commoner house that is quite similar to X-43. This two-room structure had three 
interior benches, and was situated on a small altillo (Figure 4). L-28 was built right on 
bedrock, and soil is shallow in this area. We recovered two burials near this house, one 
along the altillo base and one in the adjacent sascabera (natural or cultural depression 
thought to have been used as a quarry for soft limestone), which suggests that this house 
may have been occupied longer than X-43 (Figure 5). The sascabera adult burial was 
fragmented and secondary, and the other burial, a child of around 12-16 years, was buried 
with a shell ornament. Landa’s (1941) ethnohistoric account states that young females 
often wore such bivalve ornaments as indicators of their chastity.  

Refuse density is not much higher at L-28 than at X-43, which suggests a 
relatively short occupation. L-28 has about 16 sherds per square meter of excavation, 
compared to 13 sherds for X-43. They have nearly identical numbers of points, formal 
stone tools, and utilized flakes. L-28 has far fewer pieces of flaking debris (.5 pieces per 
square meter compared to 4.1 for X-43); its residents seldom made or modified stone 
tools. Like X-43, projectile points are the majority of the tool assemblage. The analysis of 
pottery from our three houses revealed that L-28 was distinctive from the other two 
structures in its preference for a type of unslipped pottery – these patterns are described 
in further detail below.  

Structure Y-45a is an upper status house that is located on a high altillo, 135m 
from the south part of the wall (near Minor Gate X, Figure 6). Although not yet 
excavated, other structures in the group probably represent a shrine (Y-45c), a small 
house/kitchen compound (Y-45b). We hope to complete this group in a subsequent 
season during our next cycle of investigations. The Y-45a residence has two stories of 
construction. The upper level, atop the altillo, has two long galleries, flanked on the sides 
by shorter exterior rooms. The rear upper gallery has five benches (Figure 7). The lower 
level, built along the south slope of the altillo, consists of four rooms, which were filled 
in upon abandonment. Upper status residences are present in many of Mayapán’s 
neighborhoods, although this style of house is unique thus far for the city. The position of 
such outlying secondary elites is poorly understood. Did they hold administrative 
responsibilities such as overseeing production or collecting tribute for barrios of the city? 
To what extent were they involved in production or dependent on exchange for their 
livelihood? Such questions prompted our investigations of Y-45a. 

The upper rooms had sparse artifacts, suggesting they had been regularly swept 
clean. Refuse was found along the structure’s frontal wall, as well as along the eastern 
altillo base. The upper structure was built in at least two phases. The rear rooms were not 
discernable at the surface, as they had been completely filled in with rubble, as was side 



Room #5. Room 1 had a beautifully preserved stucco bench and floor. Room 2 was at the 
end of a 6m long L-shaped stone passageway built above a bedrock floor. The room is 
perpendicular to the passageway, forming an L-shape. Room 2 is linked to Room 3 by a 
stone window built into the dividing wall. Rooms 3 and 4 are smaller and more square 
than the other two, and may have been used for storage. Although we found no burials in 
Y-45a, the multiple construction phases attest to a lengthy occupation. Burials may lie 
within the Y-45c shrine located to the north of Y-45a, across the small group patio.  

Many smashed ceramic vessels were present on the floors of Rooms 1 and 2, as 
well as over the Room 1 bench and in the passageway fill (Figure 8). Room 1’s vessels 
include one of the largest ollas ever recovered at Mayapán, along with many unusual 
serving and storage vessels. Room 2’s pottery also has a variety of vessels. Ch’en Mul 
censer fragments were concentrated in the passageway, including a rodent head and five 
cacao pods, although a restorable vessel was not present. Room 2 may have been a shrine 
room, based on the presence of censers there and burnt offerings recorded on its floor. 
The absence of a bench suggests it wasn’t used for sleeping or conferral.  

Y-45a has yielded one of the most abundant and elaborate group of whole vessels 
ever recovered from a Mayapán house. We believe these pots represent much of the final 
house assemblage of vessels that were destroyed upon the structure’s abandonment. Why 
did the residents of this structure choose to fill in all of their rear rooms with rubble prior 
to leaving? No later occupation or construction overlies this rubble. This ceremonious act 
of termination likely attests to the travesty of the city’s fall. On one of the Room 1 
vessels, the glyph 8 Ahau is painted (Figure 9); this is the katun of Mayapán’s 
destruction. At the R-86 group palace excavated by Proskouriakoff and Temple 
(1955:327), residents similarly took care to dispose of some of their vessels prior to 
departing. In that case, much ritual paraphernalia, including complete incensarios, were 
placed in a burial cist that was re-opened for this purpose.  

The biggest surprise from Y-45a is the fact that one vessel was unlike any others 
found at Mayapán, and many unusual types are present. The vessels include a high 
proportion (19 of 27 whole or partial vessels) of Tecoh Red on Buff and related types, 
Pele Polychrome and Polbox Buff. These types are usually only a fraction of the sherds 
from Mayapán structures. The form and decoration of some of our Tecoh R/B vessels are 
unique, particularly the Katun 8 Ahau pot. An orange slipped olla with grey paste is of a 
type not previously identified at Mayapán, and the largest olla ever found at the site 
(Kanasin Rojo/Burdo) lay over Room 1’s bench. Prudence Rice visited our lab during the 
summer of 2004, and identified pottery in this assemblage that resembles Peten Lakes 
Kowoh ceramics; she and Leslie Cecil have initiated a sourcing study to determine 
whether these are imported vessels. Only one other structure at Mayapán had such a high 
proportion of Pele vessels, hall Q-88a, where Carlos Peraza found seven dishes on the 
floor beneath a burned roof. Structure Y-45a thus may provide important information 
about ethnic patterns at Mayapán.  

Who were the residents of upper status houses like Y-45a, present throughout 
many of the city’s neighborhoods? Were they affluent merchants and/or heads of lineage 
segments? Landa (1941:26) describes one type of official, the caluac, which provisioned 
the city’s lords with all of their required goods, and Thompson and Thompson (1955:243) 
proposed that storage facilities might identify their houses. Structure Y-45a has two 
possible storage rooms that could have been used for such purposes. Alternatively, a long 



distant merchant, particularly one with ties to the central Peten, may have resided in such 
a house. Diverse artifact assemblages are one criteria by which mercantile activities could 
be identified along with storage facilities. 

The lithics from Y-45a suggest that its residents were involved in military and/or 
hunting activities. Other stone tools reveal no specializations in agriculture or crafts as 
they consist of general purpose bifaces and modified flakes probably used in food 
preparation at this group. Overall, the stone tool assemblages of our three houses have 
some surprising similarities. Over half the tools are utilized flakes at all three locations, 
although X-43 had almost 20% more of these than L-28. The few formal tools consist of 
50% or more projectile points in all cases (Figure 10), well above the site average of 
36.2% points (percentage of all lithic tools identified). Obsidian is not more abundant at 
Y-45a as we expected for an upper status house; residents of L-28 relied the most on 
obsidian for household activities (40.1% of its stone tools, including utilized 
chert/chalcedony flakes).  

Distinctive social group affiliation is implied by some other artifact distributions. 
All three locations have examples of the three major variations of flake projectile points 
(round, square, and concave base side notched points), but only Y-45a is dominated by 
one type, round base points. These are the most common type at Mayapán, but the 
proportion of these at Y-45a is notably higher than the site average. No projectile point 
base types dominate at either of the small houses. Beyond the high frequencies of 
Polbox/Tecoh/Pele ceramics at Y-45a described previously, we also note that L-28 has 
much higher proportions of Yacman Striated vessels compared to the other houses. These 
vessels are primarily utilitarian, unslipped ollas used for storage and food preparation. 
The other two houses used non-striated Navula unslipped vessels for these purposes. L-
28 is also distinguished from the other two houses by a lower proportion of incensarios 
and the presence of sahumadores (ladle censers); these latter vessels are absent at X-43 
and Y-45a. Higher amounts of tecomates (constricted mouth jars), molcajetes (grater 
bowls), cazuelas (basins), vessels used in food preparation and storage, are seen at L-28. 
We thus see differences in house assemblages that may signify variation in foodways and 
social affiliation. Our data imply that frequencies of rare slipped vessels like the Polbox 
group as well as common unslipped striated types may point to different social group 
identities, and we intend to pursue such comparisons further with our test pit results from 
the entire site.  

What were the occupations of the residents of these structures? The artifacts 
suggest they were neither farmers nor craft specialists. Military activities were important 
at all three houses, but weapons form a major part of the site assemblage as a whole. The 
presence of storerooms at Y-45 indicates that tribute collection, trade or other behavior 
requiring storage may have occurred at this location. The occupants of this group could 
have been internal administrators or merchants engaged in long distant activities as their 
high proportions of exotic vessels imply. If Y-45a was a merchant residence, then the 
abundance of weapons would likely be linked to the need for defense on trading 
expeditions. 

What of L-28 and X-43? Gair Tourtellot (1988:Table 45, 339-341) observes that 
more houses occur in isolation or in groups of two structures at Mayapán and 
Dzibilchaltun compared to Seibal. He proposes that Mayapán and Dzibilchaltun had labor 
institutions that called for part time occupation of small houses by nuclear families 



resettled from their more permanent homes. According to his model, part time laborers 
may have served in the military at Mayapán and worked the salt beds at Dzibilchaltun. 
Landa (1941) offers a corroborating statement that the city’s lords brought families to the 
city to provide services. Our investigations of X-43 and L-28 provide no information that 
contradicts Tourtellot’s military model, with their relatively short-term occupation 
histories and abundance of weapons. We think it likely, however, that single or two 
dwelling families probably provided a range of services at the city, including craft and 
agricultural production in addition to military service. Our test pit program has helped to 
identify stone tool and shell ornament workshops near other low status houses in the city 
as described below.  
 

Part II Surface Survey and Collection 
 

This operation involved systematic surface survey of one hundred percent of 36 
milpa surfaces by teams of archaeologists and local assistants walking the fields with an 
interval of 5m between them (Figure 11). The surface survey was performed for the 
primary purpose of identifying artifact concentrations associated with various 
architectural complexes within the milpas. The architecture is recorded and mapped 
separately by an EDM mapping team. Concentrations were charted on the Carnegie map, 
staked and numbered, and later mapped in by the EDM crews. For each concentration, at 
least one 3m radius circular “dog leash” collection was made of 100% of all artifacts, 
shell, and bone, within the circle. Throughout the milpa survey, isolated artifacts were 
also collected, whether or not they were within a concentration, on a sparing basis. We 
collected isolated artifacts if they represented highly diagnostic formal tool types of 
varieties not represented in our systematic collections (or were represented by only a few 
examples). These isolated collections will help us identify artifact typologies for the site 
and to understand the distribution of formal, perhaps more valuable tool types at the city 
(such as greenstone axes). The location of isolated collections was charted on the 
Carnegie map relative to the nearest structure. Archaeologists in charge of surface 
collection in various years include Masson, Antonina Delu, and Nicolas Várguez. 

Artifact concentrations are defined relative to artifact density within each milpa, as 
overall artifact density varies across the city and is greatest in houselots near the 
monumental zone and least dense in houselots toward the city wall. This flexible 
definition of “concentrated” artifacts was essential due to variable densities of materials 
across the settlement. This approach is quite practical and easy to follow in the field. 
Where “concentrations” of a few artifacts are observed in a low density milpa, often these 
are the only scatters of artifacts visible within a given houselot. Within residential areas 
at Mayapán, our surface survey suggests that there were very distinct areas of refuse 
disposal and activities that define concentrations, regardless of how much material is 
actually there. This approach was less effective for settlement areas at a distance from the 
city walls, where few artifacts are present on the surface and these are less commonly 
found in concentrations. This observation may be due to chronological differences in 
refuse disposal patterns or other reasons yet to be identified. Test pitting may be needed 
to identify concentrations in settlement zones outside the wall not temporally or culturally 
associated with Mayapán. A program of random test pitting implemented in the Mayapán 
milpas was designed to help evaluate the reliability of the distribution of surface artifact 



concentrations; this program (described in the subsequent section of this report), 
identified no additional concentrations below the surface and indicates that the results of 
surface survey are valid for identifying refuse zones within the city.  

Identifying surface concentrations gave us a large number of samples of artifacts 
associated with residences located across Mayapán and beyond its walls. The milpas 
sampled are located in all three arbitrarily divided areas of the city, first delineated in our 
research design in our NSF proposal. They come from Zone 1, which includes the 
500X500m grid square (Square Q) of the site’s monumental center as well as each 
adjacent 500 sq meter square surrounding Square Q. Zone 2 includes squares within the 
city wall that are not adjacent to Square Q – this settlement is zone is thus at least 500m 
from the site center. Zone 3 includes squares located outside of the city wall.  

Using cleared milpas for our sampling areas saved time and labor in that these areas 
do not need to be cleared solely for research, and takes advantage of existing land use at 
the site. However, much of the western third of the site is used for ranching and is under 
heavy secondary growth with little milpa farming. This circumstance has allowed us 
fewer opportunities to document surface trends in this area. Our sample of residential 
areas is thus not as large from the western part of the site as we would like it to be, 
particularly near outlying monumental/administrative architectural complexes at Cenotes 
Itzmal Ch’en and Xcoton by the far eastern city gates. Test pits were performed near 
Itzmal Ch’en in two areas that were not located in milpas to increase our sample from this 
zone.   

In the thirty-six milpas surface surveyed between 2002 and 2003, one hundred and 
thirty-one surface collections were made (Table 1, Figure 11). Larger concentrations of 
surface debris were sometimes subjected to two or three surface collections, and in a few 
cases, surface collections were made for the purpose of assessing area chronology even if 
no concentrations of surface debris were identified. For most cases, however, surface 
collections were made in areas of dense surface concentrations signaling refuse zones. 
All materials from these surface collections have been inventoried and analyzed, and 
preliminary interpretations of settlement density have been derived from these data 
(Masson et al. n.d.). Artifact density generally decreased with distance from the site 
center, suggesting shorter occupation of outlying parameters of the site relative to the 
urban core. We have also examined the ratios and frequencies of artifacts extensively in 
our preliminary reports prepared for the INAH Consejo de Arqueología in Mexico City. 
These data have indicated craft specialist dwellings (lithic and shell production, e.g. 
Figure 12), and greater access to obsidian tools for residents of high status dwellings. 
Densities of ceramics are very high near some of the monumental zone residences and 
these may represent specialized activity such as food preparation or pottery production. 
Analysis is ongoing of artifact type frequencies that will indicate additional aspects of 
occupational specialization and distinctive social group identity. Density and 
typological/functional distribution analysis of surface collection data will be performed 
alongside that of test pit data.  
 

Part III: Test Pit Excavations 
 
Test Pits – Within the Wall. Within or near the city wall, we performed 57 

1X2m stratigraphic test units in areas where surface concentrations were identified during 



the 2002 survey and other key areas of importance (Table 2a). Figure 2 shows the subset 
of milpas in which we placed subsurface test units. Within or near to the city walls, we 
tested neighborhoods in 17 different milpas (Figure 13). We also performed off structure 
testing at the Itzmal Ch’en ceremonial/residential group and a nearby houselot (H-20). In 
addition to the 57 test units that followed up our earlier information, we also excavated 
55 random sample 1X1m pits in the same milpas (Table 2b) – these were placed within a 
pocket of deep soil within randomly selected 5m grid squares within each milpa. Sixty-
three additional test pits were placed in five sample areas outside of the city wall (Figure 
14). Altogether, we excavated 175 test units during 2003 and an additional 14 were 
completed during 2002 for a grand total of 189. All units were excavated in 10cm levels 
(except for basal bedrock depressions) and artifacts were collected in ¼” screens. Test 
pits within Mayapán were conducted by Clifford T. Brown in 2002, and under the 
supervision of Antonina Delu, Ryo Braco, and Amanda Schreiner in 2003.  

Our 1X2m units recovered many samples of domestic middens and craft activity 
areas that will be critical for analyzing and comparing economic patterns of production 
and trade across the city. We also learned that sascaberas were popular areas for 
discarding domestic refuse. We took many soil samples from our sascabera (soft 
limestone “sascab” quarry depressions near houses) units and other midden and natural 
soil zones so that future ethnobotanical research can proceed to evaluate patterns of 
infield gardening in residential zones. Sascaberas retain considerably more moisture than 
off mound soils, and we hypothesize their use as planting surfaces near to domestic 
structures – although it is likely that garden locations were not limited to sascaberas.  

Along with our random sample pits, our 1X2m pozos also revealed new 
information about mortuary patterns. We recovered seven interments in off-mound 
locations in these units. Although the Carnegie investigations provide much information 
about interments within structures and interior terraces and courtyards, our 2003 efforts 
suggest that many more Mayapán residents were buried in bedrock pockets beneath 
midden or natural soil deposits in off-mound locations. A surprising discovery from our 
2003 test-pitting program was the presence of a bed of butchered and burned human bone 
and censer fragments found at the base of the southeast slope of the Itzmal Ch’en 
ceremonial group platform (Figure 15). This may represent a terminal episode for the 
occupants of this group, identified from historic sources as the Kowoj family, as the 
human remains were encountered in a shallow deposit just a few centimeters below the 
surface. This event may relate to the overthrow in the late history of the city. The bone 
bed extended in all directions from our units, and may cover much of this platform edge. 
We hope to expand our excavations of this feature in future seasons. Analysis of all 
materials collected from our test-pitting program is completed, as described in a later 
section of this report. This database will be the basis for our primary reconstruction of 
Mayapán’s domestic and political economies.  

Test pits were placed in five survey transects outside of the city wall, as well as in 
Milpas 8 and 21, which are located beyond at a considerable distance from the city wall 
(Figure 1). These tests were excavated under the supervision of Bradley Russell, who is 
analyzing the Mayapán periphery settlement patterns for his doctoral dissertation at the 
University at Albany - SUNY. Russell excavated 53 1X1m stratigraphic test units in 
Transects #1 (15 pits), #2 (5 pits), #3 (11 pits), #4 (11 pits), and #5 (11 pits) to gather 
chronological and functional data from representative structure types present in these 



transects beyond the city wall (Table 2c). Milpas 8 and 21were tested in three 1X2m 
pozos and 7 random sample pits (Table 2d). These results are described in greater detail 
in the section below.  
 
Part IV: Investigations Outside of the City Wall of Mayapán: Survey, 
Mapping, and Test Pits 
 

We initiated a project of settlement survey during the 2002 field season. The goal 
of this work is to investigate settlement patterning, settlement history, and urban function 
in previously uninvestigated portions of the Postclassic Maya city of Mayapán. Our focus 
was on a study area defined as all area within 1km of the city’s walls. Previous work by 
the Carnegie Foundation focused on areas contained within the over 9km long city wall 
that surrounds a large portion of the site. Work by Dr. Timothy Hare focused on mapping 
cleared fields both within and outside of the wall. This new work focuses exclusively on 
settlement patterning outside of the large city wall and provides valuable information on 
the distribution of architecture types, the chronology and function of those structures and 
the location of various productive activities.  

The research took place in phases. The first phase involved detailed mapping of 
all architecture encountered along eight 250m x 1000m transects (Figures 16-20). These 
transects were placed in a combination of intentionally and randomly chosen locations. 
Based on this phase of the research a typology of the architecture was devised and used 
as a basis of a stratified sampling program (Phase Two) in which examples of each 
structure type were subsurface tested in 1X1m excavation units (Figure 14). Artifact 
analysis has been completed, and we are currently in the process of analyzing the 
distribution patterns of features and associated materials. 

Transects for survey were chosen through a combination of judgmental and 
random methods. Five transects were selected judgmentally to extend north, south, east 
and west from five of the city’s major gates. One each of these extends east, west and 
north and two extend to the south. One of two transects selected along south side was not 
surveyed due to hurricane damage that made the forest impassable and ground cover 
extremely heavy. One random transect was also selected in each cardinal direction. To 
select these random samples, we entered a list of all possible 250m wide by 1000 long 
transects extending in the four cardinal directions from into an Excel spreadsheet, and 
this program was used to randomly select one transect from each of the four directions. 
Our final sample thus consists four random and four non-random transects in the sample. 
The total area surveyed for all transects is 2 square kilometers, an area that is equivalent 
to just under half of the total area contained within the city walls.  

With one exception, the Phase I survey was conducted by teams of four to seven 
people walking transect lines spaced at 15m intervals. The dense ground cover 
encountered along Transect 4 reduced visibility significantly. In this case, we reduced the 
line spacing to 7.5m intervals in order to improve our coverage of the area. Magellan 
Map 330 GPS units were used to navigate straight lines in the dense overgrowth of the 
transects, to map large scale features such as the dry laid, low, stone walls or albarradas, 
and to record the location of architectural clusters. Frequently, structure clusters are 
defined by inclusion within an albarrada wall enclosure. However, sometimes they are 
set apart only by a zone of relatively empty space that separates them from other adjacent 



clusters. For consistency of preliminary recording, single isolated structures were also 
assigned cluster numbers. The structure cluster numbers assigned this during the 2002 
and 2003 seasons were preliminary and have been converted to the alphabetical system 
established by the Carnegie project (based on the new extended alpha-numeric grid 
applied to the site by Timothy Hare).  

All architectural clusters encountered were cleared of vegetation and mapped 
using the traditional tape and compass method. As mentioned above, the location of each 
of the clusters was recorded using the Magellan GPS equipment. These architectural 
maps were digitized and combined with the GPS data using ArcGIS 8.3 software. In 
addition to mapping the settlement distribution, we collected GPS points for cenotes, 
sascaberas, chultuns, and cave entrances. We also mapped a number of modern and 
historic features such as paths, roads, walls, fences, INAH datum markers, and the 
transvia, a small railroad used to transport henequen from Xkanchakan to Rancho San 
Joaquin near the site core around the turn of the last century.  

In the second phase of research, a typology of eleven architectural types was 
devised based on the results of the first phase (Figure 21). We excavated a total of 53 
1X1m test pits along Transects 1 through 5 (Figure 14) to test a sample of each structure 
type. Units were placed in close proximity to key architectural types within teach 
transect, including: one and two-room structures/dwellings, stone platforms, round 
structures, elliptical structures, circular alignments, spiral alignments, and shrines. The 
choice of individual structures to be tested was determined by the preservation of the 
structures, logistical concerns such as accessibility a desire to test examples of all types 
encountered and a desire to achieve the maximum spread of excavation units across the 
transect space. Proximity of the excavations to the structures was often determined by 
availability of soil. As the majority of these architectural clusters are located on altillos 
with little or no soil cover, the area surrounding the structure was re-cleared and 
examined for testable pockets of soil. The unit was placed as close as possible to the 
structure in an area containing the deepest soil possible. In cases where there was 
adequate soil cover all around, the unit was located directly behind the structure being 
tested in hopes of encountering midden deposits. In general, we tested one or two 
examples of each of the structure types documented for each transect. In a few cases, 
additional test units were placed near the same structure in order to expand the sample of 
material from structures when the first unit contained little or nothing.  

All excavation units were oriented to the cardinal directions. Units were 
excavated in arbitrary 10cm levels (and materials collected in ¼” screens); each level and 
feature was assigned a unique lot number. Excavations were conducted using small hand 
picks, trowels, and brushes. GPS points were taken for all test excavation units. These 
readings were used to plot test units on our transect maps in ArcView 8.3.  

Phase I of this research, survey and mapping, was completed during the 2002 and 
2003 field seasons. In this time, we compiled detailed maps of eight 250 meter by 1000 
meter transects. In total, 347 structures in 173 clusters were documented in the study 
area. A small number of these are included in the margins of the Carnegie map (Jones 
1962). However, the vast number of the structures are newly recorded. This count of 347 
structures can be compared with the density of structures within the wall which is far 
greater. In the roughly 9 sq km area contained within the wall there are approximately 
4,000 structures. The density outside the wall is predictably lower than within the walls. 



Projecting that sample out over the entire 1km parameter of Mayapán suggests that there 
may be roughly 1,700 structures located within 1km of the city wall. That represents a 
roughly 40 percent increase in the potential number of settlement features around the city, 
although all of these features are not contemporary with Mayapán. 

Eleven general structure types were defined. Table 3 shows the number of each 
structure types found in each transect. A total of 128 single room structures were 
recorded, making this the most common structure type documented. These structures are 
defined by a wall line and may or may not be confined to a basal platform. The form of 
these structures is variable. Some are simple rectangular wall lines lacking internal 
features. Many others contain double walls and/or bench features suggesting that they 
many have functioned as dwellings.  

Platforms were the second most common type encountered with 107 examples 
recorded. There is a great deal of variability within this category. They vary both on 
shape and size. Typically they are rectangular, square or round. On occasion they are 
irregular in shape. The smallest of these structures is less than one meter across. These 
may have served as altars, storage platforms, or features of perishable structures, such as 
kitchens. Other platforms are up to twenty meters across and probably served as 
foundations for one or more perishable structures. The common feature of shared 
structures is that they are elevated platforms constructed of large cobbles and having a 
flat upper surface. Platform domestic architecture deviates from typical Mayapán style 
housing, and is likely earlier in date.  

The third most common type was the round structure. A total of 57 round 
structures of various types were recorded. These structures are defined by the presence of 
round wall lines. Note that in this preliminary tabulation, all round platforms lacking wall 
lines are grouped with platforms rather than with round structures. The majority of round 
structures were defined by a single course stone wall line, although occasional double 
wall lines were observed. Some have clear entrances. There is a wide range in size among 
these structures. Transect 2 contained several large round structures measuring between 
five and seven meters in diameter. Testing revealed large quantities of burned wood that 
suggests that these features served as lime kilns to make the large quantities of plaster 
used throughout the city. Other structures in this cluster may have served as dwellings, 
granaries, field outbuildings, or for other purposes. Additional testing is required to more 
fully understand the function of the structures in this classification.  

Another common class of structure is the two-room structure. As suggested by the 
name, these structures defined by wall lines and are clearly partitioned into two distinct 
spaces. The majority of this class consists of typical Mayapán style commoner dwelling 
as defined by Smith (1962). Most of these structures sit on rectangular basal platforms 
and have clearly identifiable double walls and bench features.  

Several other classes of structure are far less common. A form termed the open 
spiral was represented by two examples in cluster in Transect 5, Cluster 7Q-1. Both of 
these structures were spiral shaped wall lines open to the center and both were located on 
low platforms built along the side of an altillo. One of these was a single course wall the 
other was a double wall. The example with the double wall also contained a wedge 
shaped bench. These were constructed of large rough cobbles and were located nearly 
1000 meters north of the city wall. Preliminary analysis suggests that this architectural 
form predates the Late Postclassic Period.  



Three room structures were represented by two examples. Four room structures, 
elliptical structures, range structures, rectangular pyramids and round pyramids were 
represented by one example each. Three and four room structures are defined by wall 
lines and were partitioned into distinct rooms. A single range structure was also found. It 
was a long, tall, rectangular platform mound. The single elliptical structure was defined 
by a stone alignment. This type may have been a variant of single walled round structure, 
serving a similar function as it is similar in size to other examples that may represent 
dwellings predating the Mayapán occupation. Rectangular and round pyramids are tall 
structures rising sharply to a near point. Both examples from the study area have small 
flat tops that may have supported perishable structures.  

Phase II of the research involved excavating a series of 1m x 1m test pits (in 10cm 
arbitrary levels) to recover a sample of the artifacts associated with the occupation of the 
structure (Russell 2004b). More specifically, we were looking for data that would provide 
information on the chronology and function of the structures in question. As noted above, 
these units were placed as close to the architecture as possible without penetrating it, due 
to INAH regulations. The extremely limited soil coverage in the area largely dictated the 
placement of these units in relation to the architectural features. In the event that no 
artifacts were recovered in the initial unit, a second unit was placed. In total 52 units were 
excavated along five of the eight transects. The analysis of the materials recovered 
continues. 

Following the completion of the test-pitting program, we mapped a cluster (18O-
1) located just outside the major gate, Gate “G”, at the northeast point of the city wall 
(Figure 22). These structures were first encountered just outside of our transect during the 
first season of mapping. The group stood out for its size and the large number of column 
drum stones scattered about. The cluster consisted of four structures that match 
Proskouriakoff’s (1962:89-90) description of the “basic ceremonial group”. Typically 
these are defined by the presence of a colonnaded hall, a raised shrine and an oratory. 
When the cluster was cleared, it became evident that the main structure of the group was 
a colonnaded hall. Proskouriakoff suggested two interpretations of the function of these 
structures, men’s houses and administrative features for specific lineages. Today, the 
latter interpretation is preferred by most scholars.  

The location of this hall was very surprising because the distribution of these 
structures is extremely limited within the site. Of the 26 previously recorded colonnades 
at Mayapán, 22 are located in the ceremonial center in Square Q, three at the Itzmal 
Ch’en temple-cenote group, and one is present in Square J. This is the first found outside 
of the walls. The location of this cluster, just outside this major gate is very interesting. It 
is stated in Smith’s (1962:79) discussion of the ethnohistoric sources about Mayapán that 
each of the four cardinal gates was controlled by a different lineage at the site. 
Specifically he indicates that the east gate of the city was controlled by the “Couoh” (now 
spelled Kowoj). If indeed colonnaded halls are lineage houses, this may be the home of 
the Kowoj lineage or at least those members involved in controlling the east gate to the 
city. 

Preliminary artifact and architectural form analysis suggests that the vast majority 
of the structures mapped are contemporaneous with the occupation of Mayapán. Two 
pockets of settlement, Dzan Tun Ch’en along south Transect 4 and occupation at the 
north end of Transect 6 appear to predate the main site settlement (Figure 23). The pocket 



of pre-Mayapán settlement at the end of Transect 6 seems to be associated with the 
Classic Period site of Telchaquillo. The general direction of the structures appears 
oriented toward the cenote that makes up the center of that settlement. Most striking is 
the orientation of a large temple pyramid (14P-8) located along the transect. A straight 
line drawn down the front stairs of the temple virtually crosses right over the cenote, 
which is located about 1km northwest of the structure. 

The Dzan Tun Ch’en settlement pocket appears to have been a solitary cluster site 
that may have been occupied from the Late Classic to the Postclassic Period. It appears 
centered on water bearing Cenote Madera, located just to the east of Transect 4. The 
composition of this settlement pocket suggests that we crossed the site center in our 
transect. We documented three specific structural groups. Cluster 14J-4 consists of seven 
structures, one very large domestic structure and six platforms that likely served for 
storage. Located adjacent to this large group are two examples of large public 
architecture. These structures were accessible from all sides and were not closed off by 
albarrada walls. Cluster 14J-5 is a large multi room structure consisting of two large 
rectangular wall lines connected to an open round structure (accessed from inside of the 
main structure). The largest and main rectangular alignment has small semi-circular 
bench features on all four sides. Russell argues that this cluster represents a center for 
small scale market transactions for the Dzan Tun Ch’en settlement, as the small benches 
could have served as market stalls. The majority of the material collected here indicates a 
Late Classic date. Russell is awaiting the results of phosphate tests conducted on the soil 
inside of the structure to further consider this hypothesis. He suspects that the numerous 
platforms associated with cluster 14J-4 served as storage for goods being exchanged at 
the adjacent market stall facility. Finally, cluster 14J-6 is a large flat altillo that was 
leveled and extended to form a large platform. There is an entrance facing the proposed 
market a short distance away. There is a small rectangular cobble platform located along 
the east side of the platform and the south end of the platform is an area defined by large 
stone slab walls that is reminiscent of some sort of performance platform.  

The research outside of the city wall was undertaken to examine the settlement 
zones lying outside of Mayapán. In the study area we located 347 structures, a density far 
lower than within the walls. The vast majority of the structures recorded are 
contemporaneous with the main Mayapán occupation see. We have demonstrated that 
settlement continues directly outside of the wall, that it extends several hundred meters in 
each direction. At a greater distance from the city wall, there are discontinuous outlying 
pockets of settlement such as the Dzan Tun Ch’en Cluster in Transect 4. Second, there 
appears to be a reasonably clear difference between structures located near the city wall 
and those found at a greater distance. The majority of the structures were encountered 
within 400m of the city wall. In this zone, residential groups predominate. Beyond this 
point, settlement is lighter and the structures seem to be primarily non-residential in 
nature (Figure 24). Most of the residential groups are located on altillos and are at least 
partially ringed by dry laid albarrada walls. The general pattern seems to be that 
residents were living close to the wall and walking out to tend agricultural fields and 
engage in other productive activities. 

Along the east side transects (Transects 1, 3 and 8), there were many isolated, low 
platforms found beyond 400 m from the city wall that appear related to agricultural 
production, serving as granaries and field outbuildings. These are known locally today as 



paseles. These structures are primarily located in the low areas between altillos. They are 
not enclosed by walls.  

In addition to providing information on food production, the research produced 
useful information about non-agricultural production activities. In particular, seven large 
(5-7m in diameter) round structures located in the far end of west side Transect 4 were 
tested and appear to have been lime kilns for the production of plaster. They contain large 
quantities of carbonized wood and blackened limestone. These features are located close 
to several large stone quarries known locally as sascaberas. Radiocarbon dating of these 
features indicates that they are contemporaneous with the latter part of the Mayapán 
settlement. It has been speculated that the city wall itself is a late feature at the site. If 
correct, these features may be related to the construction of the wall. However, the 
destined use of this lime is difficult to determine as lime was a widely utilized material at 
this site for construction as well as for the preparation of maize. 

Access to water bearing cenotes seems to have been a major factor in the 
distribution of residential architecture. Two areas demonstrate this pattern clearly. The 
previously mentioned pocket of settlement (Dzan Tun Ch’en) located about 700 meters 
from the city wall along Transect 4 is one example. It appears to cluster around Cenote 
Madero which is located about 20 meters to the east of the transect. The dense cluster of 
settlement recorded this year along Transect 7 lies just on the other side of the city wall 
from several large cenotes located in Quadrant AA. In addition, local informants tell me 
that there are additional cenotes lying just a short distance to the south of this transect. 
The transects vary in their density having a range of 11 to 62 structures per transect . 
Interestingly, Transect 2, which has only 11 structures, was located just 250 meters north 
of Transect 7, which has 59 structures. A similar drop in density is evident for the 
settlement inside of the wall as well. The reason for this sudden change is not yet entirely 
clear. However, it is also likely a reflection of the distribution of water in the area. There 
are far fewer cenotes as one moves north along the west side of the settlement. 
 

 Part V - Milpa Survey and Mapping  
 
We mapped five cleared fields in 2003, 23 in 2002, and eight during the 2001 

season, for a total of 36 milpas, encompassing 52.99 hectares (Figure 11). Inspection of 
aerial photographs of Mayapán and its nearby environment from flights in 2002 to assess 
hurricane damage also confirm that we have mapped all of the major fields available. Our 
sample in the northeastern portion of the city remains smaller than our samples of other 
areas due to the prevalence of ranching rather than farming activities in this area. Many 
of the fields were previously mapped by the Carnegie, but our maps document finer 
details such as additional structures and albarrada houselot wall enclosures that will give 
us better information about the settlement organization, dwelling size and elaboration, 
and size of residential clusters associated with albarrada-defined solares. With the use of 
an EDM and control points established by survey grade GPS units, Hare’s maps are 
accurate to within 1cm. We also designed a classification system for different types of 
settlement units (particularly residences) that will aid us in quantitatively comparing 
feature distributions in different parts of the city. One problem we faced was that cleared 
milpa areas often did not encompass entire solares. Instead, we have many samples of 
partial albarrada enclosures. We made an effort to document (with GPS) the remaining 



parameters of albarrada walls that extended into uncleared areas. All survey and 
mapping work was performed under the supervision of Timothy S. Hare.  

The laboratory side of this work using GIS programs has been extremely time 
consuming, As a result, we are able to describe the features recorded and to provide maps 
of all work accomplished, and analysis of the large amount of data we have collected is 
currently in progress. We are analyzing variables as structure size, design, and 
elaboration, the number of structures per solare and varying occupational density over 
space, and the size of various solares across the city. Brown has analyzed some of these 
variables with the smaller sample of solares he studied for his dissertation (1999), and we 
plan to follow a similar approach. We will use the settlement data in conjunction with the 
results of artifact analysis from surface collections and test pits. In general, we note that 
residential and artifact density as well as overall complexity of features tapers off with 
distance from the monumental center (with a few exceptions). Are these trends attributed 
to different functions of various parts of the city? Was gardening more prominent closer 
to the city walls? Or were the residents of these areas more impoverished? Perhaps the 
outlying settlement zones were settled later, resulting in less urban congestion and less 
debris. Our analyses will address these important possibilities.  

Albarrada Analysis. A GPS survey of features outside of cleared milpas was 
also performed in 2002. A major focus of this survey was the documentation of 
albarrada wall alignments, particularly double albarradas that could represent alleys or 
pathways through the city. Double albarradas are most often formed by pairs of walls 
that outline adjacent houselots, but these also probably served as pedestrian walkways 
throughout Mayapán. This survey began by documenting known areas with double 
albarradas and also targeted key features such as cenotes and major gates of the city. The 
GPS survey also documented the location of modern features such as roads and trails to 
assist in future navigations through the site. The results of this survey document many 
segments of potentially significant pathways at the city. We have begun our analysis of 
albarradas (walled, partitioned spaces) within the city of Mayapán, following up on 
Bullard’s pioneering work on these boundary walls at the site during the Carnegie 
investigations. We have two sources of data. First, we have the mapped enclosures and 
structures within our sample of 36 cleared milpa areas documented over the past three 
years. Second, we obtained unpublished copies of additional boundary wall maps 
documented by Bullard at Mayapán from the archives of the Peabody Museum of 
Harvard. Hare has digitized Bullard’s data and our own into ArcGIS, enabling us to 
perform a more robust spatial analysis. 

Several research subjects can be addressed through the study of albarradas at 
Mayapán. Some albarradas delineate paths or lanes between residential and open areas 
and hence reflect patterns of pedestrian traffic through the city’s neighborhoods. 
Albarradas that delineate houselots, or solares, allow us to compare sizes of residential 
and social units throughout the city. These delineated residential units, or solares, provide 
valuable information regarding the meaning of the association of particular structures 
beyond that based on the usual criteria of proximity and orientation. Other albarradas 
mark space that does not contain structures, including small enclosures or pens and 
possible field or orchard spaces that may reflect activities related to agriculture and 
livestock management. 



Bullard noted that in addition to houselot albarrada walls that likely defined 
ancient solares or domestic yards, some albarradas formed lanes that permitted passage 
through the city (Figure 25). The best example was found by Bullard west of the Itzmal 
Ch’en group at the city’s east end. We extensively searched for additional lanes at 
Mayapán, with only limited results. As Bullard, and later, Clifford Brown, noted, the 
lanes are commonly formed by parallel, adjacent houselot boundary walls that allow 
passage through neighborhoods without entering specific solares – these are usually 
short. We have identified seven such parallel wall lanes at Mayapán – none of these were 
previously documented by Bullard or Brown. The average length is 33.1m, with length 
range extending from 5.9 to 96.8 m. This master map shows the location of all such 
parallel houselot lanes we have documented at the city (Figure 26). They do not appear to 
cluster in particular areas of the city, but they are not located in the densest area of 
occupation near the city center, nor do they appear in the northeast corner of the site 
around Itzmal Ch’en. Given their location and low frequency, they do not appear to serve 
the needs of pedestrian traffic beyond the neighborhoods where they are found.  

We have also identified 16 lanes not seemingly formed by pairs of adjacent 
houselot walls (Figures 27, 28). – None of these were previously documented by Bullard 
or Brown. The average length is 17.21 m, with length range extending from 7.5 to 46.2. 
This master map shows the location of all double-albarrada lanes not formed by pairs of 
parallel houselot walls that we have documented at the city. They do not appear to cluster 
in particular areas of the city. Again, the general distribution of these features and their 
low frequency suggest that they only serve the needs of pedestrians moving through local 
neighborhoods and not longer-distance travel through the city.  

The most notable pattern we have documented is that the size of houselots as 
determined by albarrada area is not statistically linked to four key variables: 1) the size 
of structures contained, 2) the number of structures contained, 3) proximity to the site 
center, or 4) proximity to the city wall. We used standard OLS-regression, as well as 
spatial regression using models for spatial lag and spatial error to test the relationship 
between houselot area, as the dependent variable, and the independent variables of 
residential structure area, the number of residential structures, the distance, from the city 
wall, and the distance from the city center. The distances from the city wall and city 
center produced no significant relationship. The number and area of residential structures 
produce weak, but significant results, with adjusted R-squared values of 0.28 and 0.29, 
respectively. Tests for spatial dependence indicate no apparent spatial patterning to the 
relationships among the variables tested. Simple explanations are thus refuted, and to the 
extent that albarradas might have delineated “property” of domestic groups, there is no 
simple correlation between amount of property and wealth or status.  

Specifically, there is no reason to believe that high status families inhabiting 
larger structures exercised a privilege of controlling larger local and more spacious lots 
for infield orchards or other purposes. Nor is it plausible that density influenced houselot 
enclosures to be larger to accommodate greater numbers of structures generally present 
nearer the site center than the city wall. Finally, the idea that larger enclosures were 
linked to agricultural practices that would have been more feasible in the less densely 
inhabited areas near the city wall is also not supported. We are left with the impression 
that a complex array of processes formed the houselot albarrada configurations. Urban 
density, higher near the site center, may have contributed to fissioning of albarrada 



compounds, accounting for high numbers of small houselots (Figure 29). Conversely, 
houselots distant from the site center often have albarradas that more closely define 
structure clusters rather than incorporating larger expanses of domestic space (Figure 30). 
A pattern of ring albarradas is especially common outside the city wall, (Figure 31), in 
which domestic groups atop natural hill platforms have small rings of stone around the 
top or slopes of the hill platform itself. Many interpretations are possible. Perhaps smaller 
solares helped to pen in game, such as turkeys and dogs, as well as small children.  

Some quantitative observations help to demonstrate this pattern (Figure 32). At 
milpas with the largest architecture near the city center, the solare area range is 215 to 
3421.1 square meters and the mean is 1006 square meters. Solare areas of other milpas in 
squares within 500m from the site center range from 140 to 5238 square meters and have 
a mean of 1448.3 square meters. Solare areas in squares beyond 500m from the center 
but within the wall range from 77.2 to 3623.6 square meters and have a mean of 1101.1 
square meters. Solare areas outside the city wall range from 166.4 to 2365.6 square 
meters and have a mean of 603.1 square meters. 

We have identified two other types of albarrada enclosures, preliminarily termed 
pens and fields, although more work is needed to verify these functions. We hope that 
soil testing and excavations will assist in this effort. Two categories of small pens can be 
discerned, those that are self-contained, and those that use a portion of a houselot 
boundary wall for at least one side (Figure 32). A total of 105 pens have been identified 
in our milpa samples (Figure 34). Pens are found in all areas of the city as well as outside 
the walls. 
  These pens may have been used for storing agricultural products, or to contain 
game – we think both functions are likely. Three seasons of faunal analysis suggest that 
the city’s supply of whitetail and brocket deer and peccary derived in major proportions 
from tamed animals likely raised in Mayapán’s houselots, as along with dog, many of 
these animals were consumed upon reaching late adolescence or early adulthood – and 
their age at death profiles do not conform to expectations for a hunting pattern, although 
some older animals are present that may have been obtained in the wild. Turkeys were 
also a vital component of the city’s sustenance. While turkey and dog could have ranged 
free within houselot boundary walls, pens may have been necessary for deer or peccary. 
 Fields are defined here as inter-residential spaces that do not contain domestic 
structures, and our working assumption is that they could have been used for infield 
agriculture (Figure 35). Such spaces are under milpa cultivation today, and were likely 
suitable for this purpose in the past. Fields, like lanes, are in some respects defined by 
configurations of houselot boundary walls of domestic clusters bordering the fields. As 
such, it is difficult to claim that their spatial patterns were consciously planned. In many 
cases fields were only partly enclosed, but we identified them as fields if they were 
bordered on at least three sides. This map shows the locations of all fields identified in 
our analysis thus far (Figure 36). Fields are broadly dispersed within the walls of the site, 
but are slightly more common in less densely inhabited areas. Field area is highly 
variable, ranging from 77.2 to 3275.3 square meters with a mean of 811.3 square meters. 
While the fields could have been attractive for agriculture, they may have also served as 
larger pens for game such as deer. Generally, fields are located in areas of low artifact 
density. Out of 127 mapped fields, only 11 contained any artifact concentrations. Hence, 



there is little evidence for deliberate fertilization through the distribution of midden 
materials. 
 A couple of other categories of space at Mayapán merit mentioning. Cenotes, as 
Brown initially noted, are not included within individual houselots, although they are 
sometimes associated with albarrada walls. His suggestion that water sources were 
shared features by the city’s neighborhoods is supported by our data.  
 Some spaces at Mayapán are open, and do not appear to be finite field features. 
The Itzmal Ch’en vicinity provides a good example of this phenomenon (Figure 37). 
Such open spaces could represent additional prime spots for cultivation, or they could 
also have served as pedestrian walkways through the city. Entering the city from East 
Gate H, for example, pedestrians could have walked through open space past the Itzmal 
Ch’en group to the lane just south of the cenote toward destinations further in the interior. 
We hope to experiment with such pathways in our future analysis of bounded and 
unbounded space at Mayapán. 

In summary, Mayapán is rich in albarrada surface features and our efforts are 
directed at analyzing these toward a better understanding of the organization of the city’s 
diverse social and economic patterns. Our preliminary assessment of the range and 
distribution of houselot boundary wall patterns relative to proximity to the site center and 
city wall – which reveals no direct link to status or urban density. We have also identified 
additional types of enclosures that might be linked to agriculture or animal production 
activities, and considered features that served as pathways through the city’s maze of 
architectural clusters.  

Architecture Analysis. Masson and Hare are currently analyzing the distribution 
of domestic structure types and group types across the city, using our 36 milpa maps. We 
had originally planned to do this using the Carnegie map (Jones 1962), which is arguably 
one of the best site maps ever created for a Maya city, but we now know that it is not 
suitable for detailed analyses of structure or group types. Hare’s comparisons of the 
accuracy of the Carnegie map to our own mapping data in the field reveal that the 
Carnegie map is not a consistently reliable source for such variables as: structure size, 
structure orientation, structure location, or the number and types of structures within a 
group. We have recorded the following attributes for each structure in our milpa 
database: building type and dwelling type, number of rooms, number of houses in group, 
number of structures in group, patio configuration type (L- shaped, enclosed, 3-sided, 
isolated residence, etc.), group cardinal orientation, number of benches, shape of benches, 
and status (based on size/elaboration) and analyzed these distributions across the site 
(Figure 38). Some preliminary conclusions include the following:  
 

1) other types of commoner houses exist at Mayapán beyond the typical one or two 
room rectangular house with benches defined by the Carnegie – rectangular 
alignments with lateral or longitudinal room divisions and square, elevated 
platforms are also likely residences based on analogous size and context to that of 
“typical” houses (40 such structures were identified, e.g., Figure 39),  

2) specific “types” of elite houses can be identified across the city (Figure 40),  
3) large platforms may represent house forms of specific foreign ethnic groups 

known to have resided at the city,  



4) house group orientation of a given neighborhood tends to face the most prominent 
elite/administrative nearby feature – such focal points within the city tend to be 
the site’s monumental center and the outlying Itzmal Ch’en group,  

5) typical commoner (N-158) houses are located in all areas of the site, and while 
they predominate in Mayapán milpas that are furthest from the site center – they 
are also abundant in upper status inner city neighborhoods where their residents 
likely performed supporting services,  

6) square/rectangular and L-shaped benches (or combinations of these in a single 
house) do not have completely distinctive distributions, however, frequencies 
vary and there might have been some stylistic preference that is evident – the 
square/rectangular form is more common and some lower status neighborhoods 
exhibit these exclusively, perhaps adhering to a more traditional pattern,  

7) domestic shrines are rare in Mayapán houselots – either internal house shrines or 
external patio shrines – this observation contradicts earlier assumptions that 
“household religious practice” was commonplace at the city, 8) idiosyncratic 
house form or solare form variation is observed in specific milpas (Figure 41) – 
Milpa 12 has several large square platform houses that are unique for the city, 
Milpa 29 has several small altillo albarradas with separate, adjoined field spaces 
formed by albarrada walls that is also unique at Mayapán, Milpas 18 and 34 have 
many more sascaberas than is common in other parts of the city and Milpa 34 has 
a large quantity of small external benches that are not linked to a domestic 
houselot.  

 
Analysis of these features is ongoing, these observations will be refined and 

disseminated throughout the 2006 cycle of publications. The next step in our analysis is 
to analyze artifact distributions by solare (albarrada houselot enclosure). All databases 
have been coded with solare classifications, based on field observations and followed up 
by detailed visual coding of feature clusters from our field maps.  
 

Part VI: Artifact Analysis 
 
Analysis of artifacts from surface collections, test pits, and horizontal structure 

excavations was completed during the 2002, 2003, and 2004 seasons. The 2005 season 
was dedicated to data entry and codification of units of analysis (solare affiliation), as 
well as the analysis of architectural features described above. Full analysis was conducted 
of the following classes of material: ceramic sherds (type:variety and form of 100% of 
sherds recovered (classified by Wilberth Cruz Alvarado and Luis Flores), as well as 
modal analysis of rims from test pit collection samples from each milpa for major type 
categories (studied by Margaret McArthur), ceramic figurines (analyzed by Margaret 
McArthur and Yuko Shiratori), ceramic effigy censers (analyzed by Masson, Russell, and 
Elizabeth Paris), ceramic spindle whorls (analyzed by Yuko Shiratori), chert/chalcedony 
lithic tools (analyzed by Masson and Barbara Escamilla) and debitage (analyzed by 
Elizabeth France), obsidian tools (analyzed by Miguel Delgado, Barbara Escamilla and 
Laura Tycz), ground stone (Elizabeth France), shell tools/ornaments and manufacturing 
debris (Elizabeth France), faunal bone (Masson, Amanda Schreiner, Juliana Novic and 
Elizabeth Paris), bone tools (Juliana Novic), and copper bells (Elizabeth Paris). 



Human skeletal material is being analyzed by Stanley Serafin for his dissertation 
at Tulane University, however, his activities have not been funded by this NSF project. 
Masson, along with Dr. Lori Wright (Texas A&M University) and Stanley Serafin 
secured a grant from FAMSI, Inc. for isotopic analysis of human skeletal material and 
faunal material from our project and that of Peraza’s INAH-Mayapán project. These 
results will provide important complementary information about Mayapán diet to the 
faunal analysis project undertaken under the auspices of our NSF grant.  

The ceramic type and vessel form database (N=140239) is complete and has been 
sorted into time periods associated with each type. Prior to the SAA meetings in Puerto 
Rico, we plan to crunch these data and generate distribution maps showing the frequency 
of type distributions to indicate the chronological variation in settlement at Mayapán and 
locations of higher frequencies of specific types that may indicate social identity or 
external economic ties (e.g., Fine Orange, Polbox Buff types, Yacman Striated vs. Navula 
Unslipped).  

Ceramic modal analysis has been partly analyzed and the completion of this study 
will be used to identify production variation in attributes of common Mayapán pottery by 
houselot and neighborhood. Ceramic figurine analysis includes those examples recovered 
by our project and those from Carlos Peraza’s INAH project in the site center. We created 
a figurine typology based on headdress form, body position, gender, clothing, animal 
type, and technology (solid/hollow, molded/modeled, etc.); this is the first comprehensive 
typology created for a Postclassic Maya figurine assemblage. We will analyze the 
distribution to determine whether figurine types concentrate in specific houselots, 
neighborhoods, or monumental contexts. This study will be presented at the ICA 
meetings in Seville in July.  

The ceramic effigy censer study similarly included examples from the INAH 
project as well as tabulations of censers recovered and reported by the Carnegie 
institution and stone sculptures from the INAH/Carnegie projects that display similar 
iconographic themes (N=264). This database has been analyzed and partly published 
(m.s. submitted) in the proceedings of a conference in Merida held in March 2005, the 
full analysis has been written up as one chapter of the Kukulkan’s Realm book in 
preparation by Masson and Peraza. We compiled a database of deity identifications and 
headdress and adornment attributes and analyzed the distribution of these materials at the 
site. The frequencies of censer distribution indicate diverse and sometimes specialized 
rituals performed at specific groups at the site center (Figure 42); they also indicate that 
ritual outside of the monumental center was largely controlled by elite administrators 
who performed similar rituals in their palaces to those that took place in the monumental 
center temples and halls.  

Ceramic spindle whorls (N=18) from our project and the INAH investigations 
have been classified by their technological attributes, and measured. This study will be 
published in the forthcoming site report monograph. We have determined that spinning 
was not common at Mayapán relative to its contemporary sites of the eastern and 
southern Yucatan peninsula, based on much lower overall frequencies. This study 
indicates Mayapán’s likely dependency on traded mantles for its textile needs. We plan a 
distributional analysis to determine which types of families (elite versus commoner) were 
spinning cloth at Mayapán, and whether this activity was concentrated in specific 
households or neighborhoods. 



We performed a full typological classification of all of the formal lithic chert and 
chalcedony tools (N=592) recovered by our project and that of the INAH project (Figure 
43). This is the first systematic typological classification undertaken for a northern Maya 
Postclassic site. Some artifact types overlap with those known for the eastern/southern 
lowlands (notably, side notched projectiles and specific knife or spearpoint forms), while 
others seem far more unique to the northern area (teardrop shaped bifacial knives) and 
bear closer resemblance to forms known in Central Mexico. The Mayapán formal tool 
assemblage is far more diverse than that of its contemporaries (in Belize), and we have 
identified specific bifacial forms that likely reflect particular industries such as wood-
working and agriculture (wedge-shaped miniature biface axes). In addition to side-
notched flake points, some bifacial points are present as well, including an extremely 
narrow, quadrangular form; these may reflect specific social groups within the city. This 
narrow, awl-like point was the only type recovered among the human remains of the 
Itzmal Ch’en bone bed and may indicate a foreign attack on this group. No strong 
correlations of round, square, or concave base side-notched points yet indicate specific 
group identities, but patterns may emerge once our full distributional analysis is 
completed. These data will be published in the Kukulkan’s Realm book as well as in a 
separate article sent to a journal.  

We also analyzed 100% of the utilized chert and chalcedony flakes (informal 
tools) from Mayapán. These were identified and removed from the debitage bags – each 
flake was examined with an 8X geologic hand lens for evidence of use damage or wear 
along the edges in an effort to identify all utilized flakes. This process was time 
consuming but quite valuable as utilized flakes were the primary cutting edge used at 
Mayapán. Each utilized flake was then measured (length, width, and thickness) and its 
raw material type identified. We plan to analyze the variation in these attributes and the 
distribution of utilized flakes at the city in the Kukulkan’s Realm chapter on Mayapán’s 
economy.  

One hundred percent of the site’s lithic debitage (non-utilized flakes and cores) 
was analyzed. Each bag of flakes was placed screened through four gradations of 2”, 1”, 
½” and ¼” screen sizes in order to perform a mass analysis on flake size variation by 
context. Each screen size fraction was then subsequently analyzed for the percent cortex 
(0-24%, 25-49%, 50-74%, 75% or more) and type and color of raw material. These data 
will be used to reconstruct systems of lithic production at the city. Our surface survey and 
test pitting program identified two houselots that specialized in late stage lithic biface 
production. Few cores were recovered from Mayapán; the city primarily acquired its raw 
material in a preliminarily reduced form. The large majority of raw material is a 
gray/brown patinated chalcedony for which the source is not known but it is thought to be 
within the greater region of northwest Yucatan based on its abundance at the site.  

Our obsidian blades and a few cores were also analyzed. Edge wear was classified 
as light, medium, or heavy, and blade widths and thickness (and in the rare case of whole 
blades, lengths) were recorded. Mayapán blades closely resemble those of the eastern 
peninsula in size, technology, and the major source (Ixtepeque, according to Geoffrey 
Braswell). It is likely these blades were gained through down-the-line exchange along the 
Caribbean Coast. Obsidian side-notched projectile points resemble the chert/chalcedony 
examples, but tend to be smaller and shorter. This pattern is also observed at eastern sites 



in Belize where Masson has worked. Obsidian projectile points of the Late Postclassic are 
identical throughout Mesoamerica, and indicate a widespread bow and arrow technology.  

Ground stone fragments, including manos, pestles, and hammerstones were 
described. These artifacts are few in number from our test units. Another class of ground 
stone is the polished miniature green stone celt. These artifacts, which originate from the 
Maya highlands, are regularly found at Mayapán and throughout the Postclassic Maya 
area. They were likely used in woodworking. We have performed a detailed study of their 
morphology and breakage patterns; no such study currently exists for this artifact class.  

Marine shell tools and shell manufacturing debris were also fully analyzed 
(Figure 44). The marine shell study also included materials collected from the 
monumental center. All pieces of shell were identified to species, measured, and the 
portion and types of modification (cutting, abrading, incising) and type of tool or 
ornament were also recorded. A significant quantity of ornament manufacturing debris 
implies that residents of the city obtained unworked shells for conversion to ornaments at 
Mayapán. We hope that once analysis is completed, we will be able to identify specific 
kinds of regularly-occurring ornaments that may have been used as exchange currencies 
as historic documents suggest. Elizabeth France is planning a master’s thesis on this 
study.  

The Mayapán faunal study represents a major effort that included most of the 
monumental center fauna along with that collected from our project. Fauna was analyzed 
during all seasons in the lab, and additional boxes were exported to Albany so that 
zooarchaeology students (supervised and checked by M. Masson) could assist with 
analyzing a larger sample over the course of two academic semesters. This study will 
represent the largest sample of faunal bone ever studied for a Maya site. Observations 
recorded include: taxa, element, and age; additional measurements were taken on fish 
otolith length and deer tooth crown height to permit evaluations of age structure. We are 
currently analyzing these data to determine if specific foodways distinguish social groups 
at the city, including a preference for particular species or young animals. Monumental 
zone contexts have an unusually large proportion of full size subadult deer and dog that 
suggests younger animals were preferred in tribute offerings of animals used in central 
feasts and ceremonies. The disproportionate number of unfused long bone epiphyses for 
the site overall suggests that Mayapán deer were not solely obtained from hunting, rather, 
they were likely tamed and raised within the city’s houselots. Results of this work will be 
disseminated at the International Congress of Archaeozoology in Mexico City in August, 
2006, and will be incorporated into the Kukulkan Book project and site monograph.  

Bone tools were classified and described by Juliana Novic, whose results will be 
published in the site monograph. Both human and faunal bone was used for tools at the 
site (Figure 44). Hideworking was likely important based on the frequency of bone 
needles; this would have been a complementary industry to that of raising game for meat 
at the city. Human bone was primarily used for rasps. Perforators (bloodletters or 
hideworking implements) are also commonly identified fish spines that exhibit polish and 
wear. 

The copper bells from Mayapán (our project and INAH) have also been analyzed 
– Elizabeth Paris is writing a master’s paper on them during the Spring 2006 semester. 
While we have not sourced the bells, a typology has been developed based on their 
morphology and their measurements have been documented and analyzed (Figure 45). 



These were important artifacts for commerce (used as monetary exchange units) and 
derive from outside of the Maya area. At one elite residence excavated by Carlos 
Peraza’s project, bells were manufactured locally from imported raw materials.  

Thirty eight radiocarbon samples were sent to the University of Arizona 
Radiocarbon laboratory (Figures 46, 47); the results have now been returned and an 
article analyzing them has just been accepted to the journal Ancient Mesoamerica. These 
data represent an important contribution to the chronology of Yucatan, as they clarify the 
beginning of the Late Postclassic Period linked to Mayapán and place it at least a century 
earlier than previously documented. These findings correlate with recent chronological 
revisions of earlier periods that also place the timing of major political developments a 
century or two earlier than previously assumed. Our dates also aid us in understanding 
the urban growth of the city, for example:  

 
1) massacres represented by human bone beds beneath the monumental 

plaza and at Itzmal Ch’en date to at least 50 years before the final 
violent end of the city, raising new questions about the stability of 
Mayapán’s regimes and thus far undocumented cycles of political 
upheaval,  

2)  termination events linked to the abandonment of elite house Y-45a also 
date to the 14th century, rather than the mid-15th century fall of the city 
– like the bone bed results, this provides corroborating evidence of 
major calamity in the final generations of occupation that are not 
documented in ethnohistoric records,  

3) some burials in outlying portions of the city date to the latter part of the 
Postclassic period, which correlates well with other lines of evidence 
that suggest that the margins of the settlement were occupied late and 
briefly in the city’s history,  

4) another off mound burial in a sparsely occupied area near the city wall 
dates to the Classic Period – this observation underscores the need for 
caution in attributing all such features to the occupation of Postclassic 
Mayapán.  

 
Part VII: Soil and Hydrological Investigations 

 
The results of the work of soil scientists Richard Terry and Timothy Beach, and 

hydrologist Sheryl Ludzadder-Beach, who visited the site in June 2003, provided 
preliminary baseline information on the site’s environment. The work of Richard Terry 
and Timothy and Sheryl Beach was aided by consultation with Bruce Dahlin, who also 
visited our site in June. Professor Dahlin has been conducting regional environmental 
analyses at Lake Yalahau, Chunchucmil, and elsewhere in Yucatan for many years. Our 
project benefited considerably from consulting with him, and we hope that this 
preliminary work will stimulate future environmental investigations by this team in the 
Mayapán area. Clifford Brown also provided immeasurable guidance to the soil and 
hydrology teams, and he participated in this research for the duration of their stay.  

Soil analysis by Terry and Beach focused primarily on features under 
investigation by our project. Richard Terry, along with his assistants David Wright and 



Carmen Lopez, performed similar tests for soil chemistry distributions in domestic (or 
other) activity areas to those he has previously conducted at the Classic period Maya sites 
Piedras Negras and Aguateca. He is interested in discerning houselot activities through 
different signatures of phosphate and other soil properties. His work at the site focused on 
two areas of interest to this project, the P-114 platform and nearby houselots in Milpa 1A, 
and the Y-45 group, midden, and albarrada (Figures 48, 49). He and his team took small 
surface samples of soil at 2m intervals in these areas. The P-114 platform is a large, flat 
rubble surface with low walled structures around its parameter. It is atypical for houselot 
clusters observed elsewhere at Mayapán, and we were interested to know whether it may 
have been used for specialized activities or whether the soils in this area are similar to 
domestic zones. Terry thus sampled both the P-114 platform and some adjacent 
residential areas and middens. His work at the Y-45 group has helped us to develop our 
hypothesis that part of the Y-45b structural complex may have been a kitchen. Terry and 
his team also took reference samples from other types of soil at Mayapán, such as corrals, 
areas of soil lacking visible midden formation, and so on. These index samples are 
essential for recognizing soil chemistry anomalies associated with cultural activities at 
the site. We hope that this preliminary work will culminate in expanded studies of 
Mayapán houselot soil chemistry and associated activities.  

Timothy Beach is particularly interested in the formation of anthropogenic soil 
formation at archaeological sites. His prior discussions with Clifford Brown, who has 
previously studied the formation of the Mayapán midden soils, guided his interest during 
his 2003 investigations. Beach visited many of our stratigraphic test pits and random 
sample units that we had delayed backfilling so that he could inspect them to study the 
soil variability across the city. This was a preliminary season in which he endeavored to 
familiarize himself with the particular characteristics of Mayapán soils. Clifford Brown 
and Antonina Delu assisted Timothy Beach with visiting key vicinities around Mayapán 
to facilitate his introduction to the site’s stratigraphy. He has provided us with some 
geological soil descriptions in the INAH informe.  

Sheryl Beach, also with the assistance of Clifford Brown as well as Fernando 
Flores, visited water features at Mayapán and its immediate environment. Her 
hydrological studies have the capacity to inform us on current and past water quality and 
availability at Mayapán. As was the case for Timothy Beach, the 2003 season represented 
Sheryl Beach’s preliminary investigations at Mayapán. She provides us with some 
descriptions of water characteristics.  

 
Summary 

 
In summary, the Economic Foundations of Mayapán Project has surpassed its 

goals of collecting a large, diverse database on the settlement, artifact assemblages, and 
ecofacts of this primary Postclassic Maya city for the purposes of reconstructing its 
domestic and political economies. When the technical monograph and the Kukulkan’s 
book project are completed this coming year (2006), major information will become 
available to our colleagues and the interested public about the organization of Postclassic 
Maya economy and social organization. This analysis of a core political Maya capital will 
serve as an index for future comparisons through time and space among Mesoamerican 
cities and their supporting settlements. Our holistic approach in simultaneously analyzing 



100% of the materials and features recovered will, we anticipate, stand as a lasting 
contribution – for several classes of material, no typology has ever been published. Our 
results will be valuable on both the descriptive/typological level as well as for the 
application of these studies to the analysis of socio-spatial units of Mayapan’s society and 
the implications for the organization of political and economic power at the site.  

Some of our preliminary results have been surprising; Mayapán in some 
important respects has distributional patterns of long distance materials that resemble 
those of Classic Maya cities. We have suggested that the pronounced political hierarchy 
at this complex city was manifested in differential access to distant trade goods – this 
finding was not anticipated in light of widely published evidence for the role of amplified 
market exchange during the Postclassic period, which generally makes distant trade 
goods more available to members of the lower class. Documentary sources indicate that 
Mayapán’s nobility engaged directly in long distance exchange with distant polities – this 
pattern is likely responsible for top-down distributions of distant trade goods (luxury and 
utilitarian) at the site.  Mayapán is unlike smaller Postclassic sites in the eastern lowlands 
for which analogous distributional information is available; these latter sites have much 
more equitable distributions of distant materials such as obsidian. We have argued that 
social class hierarchies were more pronounced and rigid at this complex, densely 
populated political capital than at smaller polities in the hinterland. Further comparisons 
of commoner versus elite domestic assemblages will provide a full assessment of these 
patterns.  

Another preliminary result of our investigations is the observation that ritual 
paraphernalia was largely controlled by members of the upper class. This fact contradicts 
earlier assumptions about Postclassic society, which argued that religious artifacts were 
commonly used at the household level by all members of society. In this respect, 
Mayapán also continues a tradition of guarded access to ritual knowledge and resources 
from the Classic period. Similar patterns are observed for eastern sites in the hinterland.  

The city’s nobility and commoner classes were comprised of a range of 
households with different occupational specializations and degrees of affluence. Upper 
status houses vary from elaborate palaces near the site center to finely constructed multi-
room dwellings located in distant neighborhoods. Some commoner houses have 
assemblages that are modest and reveal little craft industry, while the residents of others 
seem to have focused on a particular craft such as shell or lithic tool manufacture. 
Residents outside the wall were likely farmers due to their proximity to outfield 
agricultural features. Evidence is also seen for infield garden plots in the form of walled 
field space between the city’s houselots. Raising game was an important economic 
activity at Mayapán; unlike other Postclassic sites, residents of the city regularly raised 
deer in captivity. Faunal age at death profiles indicate a high proportion of juvenile deer 
(and dog) in the sample, and small animal pens are common features within the city’s 
houselots. At least one ethnohistoric source reveals that Mayapán traded game (and fruit) 
to coastal cities in exchange for marine products (salt and fish). When our comparisons of 
domestic assemblages are complete, we will be able to fully reconstruct the range of 
occupations associated with different social classes.  

Despite its position as a core city for the Maya area during a period known for 
widespread exchange throughout Mesoamerica, there is considerable evidence that 
Mayapán made an effort to provide for much of its own basic needs. In addition to raising 



game and farming, most of the chert and chalcedony tools used in Mayapán houses were 
likely made at city workshops. Mayapán was dependent on other settlements within 
northern Yucatan for certain raw materials (salt, fish, and chert/chalcedony), but 
converted these resources to commodities that were heavily consumed at a local level. 
While trade was probably an important activity in the utmost tier of the economic system, 
Mayapán’s residents were able to provide for many of their own basic needs. We have 
observed important parallels to the Classic Period Maya city of Tikal in terms of this 
strategy. Tikal also had lithic workshops where raw materials obtained elsewhere were 
made into tools used by the city. These observations are summarized in Masson et al. (In 
Press).  

The city’s population was highly diverse, and our preliminary analyses indicate 
that social group identity can be differentiated within neighborhoods by the proportions 
of rare and common pottery types and house style. At least two focal points for house 
group orientation existed within the city – the site center and the Itzmal Ch’en group.  

Our study of the Mayapán map leads us to believe we have identified at least one 
major marketplace within the city in Square K (to the immediate west of Structure groups 
K-52, K-92, and K-98); this large quadrangular area (250X150m) is devoid of albarrada 
residential space divisions and house structures and has numerous modified platforms 
and alignments resembling the marketplace identified for Chich’en Itzá (Ruppert 1943). 
This marketplace is located between the site center and the major north Gate D; along 
this route numerous examples of ritual architecture and an alignment of elaborate elite 
residences can be found – pedestrians continuing south from this area could have entered 
the site center via its only portal gate (Structure Q-127).  

  Despite its characterization as one of the most politically centralized centers of 
the Postclassic Maya world, Mayapán’s regimes suffered episodes of violent conflict. 
Our recovery of a new deposit of massacred human remains at Itzmal Ch’en adds to 
information from the site center, and our radiocarbon dates of these features indicate that 
this violence occurred before the historically documented abandonment of the city in the 
mid-15th century. 

This summary touches upon a few highlights of our investigations. Although our 
primary avenues of inquiry lie in the analysis of economic systems and socio-spatial 
dynamics of urban organization, the past five years of research have revealed many other 
interesting patterns. We look forward to fully publishing the results of this research 
within the forthcoming year.  
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Figure 1. Mayapan map showing location of three structures fully excavated in horizontal 
exposures at Mayapán. 



Figure 2. Structure X-43, plan map. 
 



Figure 3. Location of Str. X-43 in Milpa 7, showing other houses in the same  
neighborhood and proximity to the city wall (boundary at right of map).  
 
 

 
 
 
 



Figure 4. Structure L-28, plan map and photo overview. 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 
Figure 5. Child burial at L-28.  

 
 
 



Figure 6. Location of Str. Y-45a in Milpa 6, plan maps of structure.  



Figure 7. Overview photos of Y-45a, upper level, during excavation and after 
consolidation.  
 

 
 

 
 
 



Figure 8. Vessels (restored) recovered from floors and fill of Rooms 1 and 2 of Structure 
Y-45a.  



Figure 9. Katun 8 Ahau vessel from Room 1, Str. Y-45a.  



Figure 10. Projectile points from Structure Y-45a.  



Figure 11. Locations of milpas surveyed and surface collections.  





Figure 12. Lithic flakes from one surface collection in Milpa 5, this dense concentration 
identifies a specialization in lithic production in one houselot of this milpa.  
 
 





Figure 13. Location of test pits in selected milpas associated with the walled settlement of 
Mayapán. 



Figure 14. Location of test units in transects outside of Mayapán’s city wall.  



Figure 15. Burned and butchered human bone fragments from the Itzmal Ch’en group 
platform.  





Figure 16. Eight transects (1kmX250m) surveyed outside of the city wall. 



Figure 17.East side Transects 1, 3, and 8 outside of city wall. 



Figure 18. North side Transects 5 and 

6.  



Figure 19. West side Transects 2 and 7.  



Figure 20. South side Transect 4.  



Figure 21. Structure types defined in transects outside of the city wall. 

 



Figure 22. Colonnaded hall found outside of city wall, near Gate G at the far northeast city corner.  



Figure 23. Location of earlier settlement clusters in Mayapan transects to the north and south of the city walls. 

 



Figure 24. East side Transects 1 and 3 showing change from residential to agricultural features with increased distance from city wall.  

 



Figure 25. Bullard’s published map showing lanes extending from Itzmal Ch’en toward interior of city. 
 



Figure 26. Master map showing additional double albarrada lanes identified in our survey; these are defined by adjacent houselot 
walls. 



Figuire 27. Location of more double albarrada lanes that are not formed by adjacent houselot walls.  



Figure 28. Examples of lanes defined by totally by adjacent houselot walls or, 
alternatively, only partially defined by houselot walls.  



Figure 29. Example of closely spaced solares near the city’s center. 
Figure 30. Example of solares that closely encompass domestic space with intermittent 
vacant field space – this pattern is more common in areas more distant from the site 
center. 

 



Figure 31. Ring albarradas tightly enclose houselot space more commonly in areas 
outside of the city wall (or near to it).  



Figure 32. Box plot of solare area in neighborhoods at varying distances from site center. 
Solare size near the site center tends to be smaller due to dense occupation of this area. 
Beyond this pattern, there is little difference in solare size in neighborhoods within the 
wall with respect to distance from the site center. Solare sizes outside of the city wall are 
also notably smaller, perhaps due to ring albarradas that might have served a defensive 
function.  

 



Figure 33. Examples of pens that exist along albarrada houselot walls. 



Figure 34. Locations of pen enclosures throughout the city.  



Figure 35. Examples of enclosed field spaces within the city.  



Figure 36. Locations of enclosed field spaces at Mayapan.  



Figure 37. Open spaces not defined by field walls, like this area between the Itzmal 
Ch’en group and Gate H, also are observed in the city.  



Figure 38. Example of L-patio groups oriented SE and NE at Mayapan. These are typical 
Mayapan style commoner houses with one or two rooms and a row of internal benches.  
 
 



Figure 39. Example of square houses in Milpa 12. These structures are presumed to be 
residences, and further testing will explore this premise; they are atypical for Mayapan. 



Figure 40. Examples of elite houses in Milpa 1, these are near the monumental zone and 
are the most elaborate elite houses located in our survey. A more moderate elite house 
from Milpa 2 is shown for comparison. 
 
 



Figure 41. Milpa 29 has conjoined residential houselot and field space; this specific kind 
of pairing is unique to this milpa among the areas surveyed. Milpa 34 has many external 
benches, and Milpa 18 has a high frequency of sascaberas – these are additional 
idiosyncratic features in residential neighborhoods.  
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 42. Some of the effigy incense burners analyzed from the monumental center and 
the structures where they were recovered.  



Figure 43. Some examples of Mayapan formal tools.  



Figure 44. Some examples of shell and bone ornaments.  



Figure 45. Some examples of copper bells from Mayapan.  



Figure 46. Radiocarbon results (calibrated multiplot from Oxcal) from monumental 
center samples. 



Figure 47. Radiocarbon results (calibrated multiplot from Oxcal) from settlement zone 
samples.  



Figure 48. Example of soil testing done at Y-45a by Richard Terry.  
 
 
 



Figure 49. Example of soil testing done at P-114 by Richard Terry. 
 
 
 

 



Figure 50. Mayapan crew shots – this work was made possible with the talented efforts of 
the people of Telchaquillo. 
 

 
 
 
 



Table 1. List of surface collections made in 36 milpas of our survey. 



Table 2. List of stratigraphic test pits within the milpas of Mayapan.  
 
 
Table 2a.  List of pozos (all were 1X2m unless otherwise indicated). 
Pozo # Milpa 

# 
Surface 
Conc. # 

Closest Structure Interpretations 

23 4  AA-75 Lithic workshop refuse 
24 4  AA-75 Lithic workshop refuse 
25 4  AA-75 Lithic workshop refuse 
26 1  Q-176a Dense midden with lots of 

pottery 
27 1  Q-176a Dense midden with lots of 

pottery 
28 10   S-80 Midden 
29 10  S-80 Midden 
30 2  Z-39 Midden 
31 2  Z-39 Midden 
32 2  Z-47 Midden 
33 2  Z-47 Midden 
34 7  X-43 Low density zone of refuse 
35 7  X-43 Low density zone of refuse 
36 2  Z-43 Midden 
38 7 none Swale west of Estr. 

X-43 
Area of low artifact density 

  39 1ª P-11 South of P-115b Light miden 
40 1ª P-10 SW corner of the 

P114 platform 
Very dense miden 

41 1ª P-12 Str. P-117a/b  Miden and wall feature 
42 1ª Q-22 East of the NE corner 

of the platform for P-
114 

Midden/Midden Fill and 
two rubble features 

43 1ª Q-18 East of platform P-
114, West of P-189 

Wall feature, midden, lithic 
concentration, Burial 03-02 

43ª 1ª Q-18 East of platform P-
114, West of P-189 

Lithic concentration, 
midden  
Burial 03-01 

44 1 Q-19 Conc. Q-19, northeast 
corner of Q194 

Midden/midden fill, and a 
possible plaster floor 
remnant 

45 1 Q-8 West of Q-41 Midden 
46 1 P-12 Northeast of P28 Midden/Midden Fill 
47 16 I-1 Southwest slope of 

Str. I-55ª  platform 
Very dense midden 

48 16 I-2 Southwest slope of 
H-24 group 

Midden 



Table 2a.  List of pozos (all were 1X2m unless otherwise indicated). 
Pozo # Milpa 

# 
Surface 
Conc. # 

Closest Structure Interpretations 

49 16 I-3 Low area  Midden, lithic concentration 
50 16 I-4 Southeast corner of I-

56 
Area of low artifact density 

51 Itzmal 
Ch’en  

Not surface 
surveyed 

South of Str. H-14, 
West of Str. H-15 

Mass human grave 

51ª Itzmal 
Ch’en  

Not surface 
surveyed  

South of Str. H-14, 
West of Str. H-15, 
Northern extension 
unit to Pozo 51 

Mass human grave 

52 Itzmal 
Ch’en  

Not surface 
surveyed 

East of Str. H-15 Light midden 

53 Itzmal 
Ch’en  

Not surface 
surveyed  

East of Str. 17 Light midden 

54 Itzmal 
Ch’en  

Not surface 
surveyed 

At the SE corner of 
the H-20 platform 

Midden 
 

55 Itzmal 
Ch’en  

Not surface 
surveyed  

East of Str. H-20c Midden 
 

56 Itzmal 
Ch’en  

Not surface 
surveyed 

North of Str. H-20c Midden 

57 Itzmal 
Ch’en  

Not surface 
surveyed  

Off the SW corner of 
the base of the 
platform for H-15 

Light midden 

58 17 F-1 F-12 Artifact scatter at surface 
lying over deep patio fill on 
top of hill platform 

59 17 F-3 South side F-13 
group 

Light midden 

60 17 F-2 East slope F-13 group Light midden 
61 15 Conc. S-4-2 S-12ª Dense midden, lithic 

concentration 
62 15 Conc. S-5-1 S-10b Dense midden 
63 15 Conc. S-3  S-8 Light midden 
64 15 Conc. J-3 J-121b Midden 
65 10 Conc. S-2  North slope off S-131 Dense midden 
66 10 Conc. S-1 Hilltop patio Group 

S-132 
Midden 

67 10 Conc. R-3 Northeast slope S-
137 

Dense midden 

68 10 Conc. R-5 East of S-136a Midden 
69 10 None 

identified 
(dense 
vegetation) 

1X1m unit, sascabera 
north of  S-142d 

Midden 



Table 2a.  List of pozos (all were 1X2m unless otherwise indicated). 
Pozo # Milpa 

# 
Surface 
Conc. # 

Closest Structure Interpretations 

70 12 Conc. P-3-1 North slope of north 
side of P-151a 

Midden/Midden fill 

71 12 Conc. P-3-2 Sascabera of P-151 
group 

Midden, ground stone 
activity area 

72 12 Conc. P-5 Northeast corner of 
P-150 platform 

Dense midden (see also 
Pozo 79) 

73 12 Conc. P-4 West of P-71a Midden 
74 12 Conc. P-6 East of P-71a Midden 
75 12 Conc. P-8 Slope of P-146b Midden 
76 24 Conc. M-3 Flat area north and 

west of M-62 
Light midden 

77 24 Conc. M-2 Southeast slope of M-
58 

Midden, speliothem 
concentration 

78 24 Conc. M-1 South slope of M-60 Midden 
79 12 Conc. P-5 Northeast corner of 

P-150 platform 
Dense midden (see also 
Pozo 72) 

80 20 B-13 B-13 Sterile 
81 20 B-13 B-13 Sterile 
82 6 Conc. Y-5 Y-111, southwest of 

sascabera 
Light midden 

83 6 Conc. X-3 East base of hill 
platform of Group Y-
45 

Dense midden 

84 7 Conc. X-7 Sascabera east of X-
45c 

Midden with Postclassic and 
earlier ceramics 

85 11 Conc. R-7 West slope of R-
102/R-104 group 

Dense midden 

86 11 None 
identified 
(dense 
vegetation) 

East of base of R-155 
platform 

Dense midden 

87 11 Conc. R-6 Patio of R-155/R-
95/R-101 

Extremely dense midden 

88 14 Conc. BB-1-1 South slope of Group 
BB-12  

Light midden 

89 14 Conc. BB-1-3 Sascabera of Group 
BB-12 

Area of low artifact density 

90 6 Conc. Y-5 East base of hill 
platform of Group Y-
45 

Dense midden 



Table 2a.  List of pozos (all were 1X2m unless otherwise indicated). 
Pozo # Milpa 

# 
Surface 
Conc. # 

Closest Structure Interpretations 

95 6 -- Deep natural 
depresión south of 
Group Y-45 

Area of extremely low 
artifact density, but burned 
rocks present, deep red soil 
feature (anomaly) 

96 6 -- East base of hill 
platform of Group Y-
45 

Midden 

 



 
Table 2b. List of Random Sample Units 
RS # Milpa # UTM Comments 
1 1ª 243406E, 2282969N Midden/Midden fill 
2 1ª 243344E, 228299N Light midden 

3 1ª 243283E, 2283014N Light midden 
 

4 1ª 243345E, 2282996N Light midden 
5  # not used  
6  # not used  
7  # not used  
8  # not used  
9 16 245199E, 2283510N Sterile 
10 16 245270E, 2283592N Area of light artifact density 
11 16 245220E, 2283530N Area of light artifact density 
12 16 245314E, 2283574N Area of light artifact density 

13 17 245246E, 2283910N Light midden, Burial 03-04, 
adult 

14 17 245322E, 2283892N Area of light artifact density 
(near Pozo 59) 

15 17 245242E, 2283891N Area of light artifact density 
16 17 245272E, 2283918N Area of light artifact density 
17 26 244291E, 2282310N Area of light artifact density 

18 26 244225E, 2282331N Area of extremely light artifact 
density (almost sterile) 

19 26 244286E, 2282294N Area of light artifact density 
20 26 244292E, 2282316N Area of light artifact density 
21 20 243161E, 2283887N Sterile 
22 20 243180E, 2283905N Sterile 
23 20 243205E, 2283920N Sterile 
24 24 243205E, 2283629N Light midden 

25 24 243303E, 2283640N Deep swale deposit, light 
artifact density 

26 24 243319E, 2283613N Area of light artifact density 
27 24 243315E, 2283638N Area of light artifact density 
28 11 244097E, 2283003N Light midden 

29 11 244072E, 2283029N Light midden with Burial 03-
07, adult 

30 11 244066E, 2283026N Light midden 
31 11 244106E, 2282983N Light midden 

32 8 
Milpa outside the wall, 
excavated by B. Russell, 
see Chapter 4 

 



Table 2b. List of Random Sample Units 
RS # Milpa # UTM Comments 

33 8 
Milpa outside the wall, 
excavated by B. Russell, 
see Chapter 4 

 

34 8 
Milpa outside the wall, 
excavated by B. Russell, 
see Chapter 4 

 

35 8 
Milpa outside the wall, 
excavated by B. Russell, 
see Chapter 4 

 

36 7 244459E, 2282502N Area of light artifact density 
37 7 244465E, 2282451N Area of light artifact density 

38 7 244479E, 2282419N 
Area of light artifact density, 
Burial 03-06, adult with infant 
teeth 

39 7 244462E, 2282525N Sterile 
40  # not used  
41  # not used  
42  # not used  
43  # not used  
44 12 242930E, 2282920N Sterile 

45 12 242886E, 2282838N Area of light artifact 
density/light midden 

46 12 242910E, 2282850N Area of light artifact density 

47 12 242855E, 2282853N Deep soil deposit in swale, 
area of light artifact density 

48 6 244257E, 2282609N Light midden/midden fill 
49 6 244215E, 2282458N Area of light artifact density 
50 6 244291E, 2282583N Area of light artifact density 
51 6 244168E, 2282544N Midden 
52 15 244430E, 2283259N Area of light artifact density 
53 15 244305E, 2283318N Area of light artifact density 
54 15 244352E, 2283304N Light midden 
55 15 244382E, 2283278N Light midden 

56 21 
Milpa outside the wall, 
excavated by B. Russell, 
see Chapter 4 

 

57 21 
Milpa outside the wall, 
excavated by B. Russell, 
see Chapter 4 

 

58 21 
Milpa outside the wall, 
excavated by B. Russell, 
see Chapter 4 

 

59 21 Milpa outside the wall,  



Table 2b. List of Random Sample Units 
RS # Milpa # UTM Comments 

excavated by B. Russell, 
see Chapter 4 

60  # not used  
61  # not used  
62  # not used  
63  # not used  
64 14 242775E, 2282565N Sterile 
65 14 242739E, 2282628N Area of light artifact density 
66 14 242779E, 2282666N Area of light artifact density 
67 14 242795E, 2282603N Sterile 
68 13 242657E, 2282687N Area of light artifact density 

69 13 242714E, 2282741N Area of light artifact density, 
lowest level was light midden 

70 13 242686E, 2282714N Sterile 
71 13 242707E, 2282707N Sterile 
72 10 244258E, 2282896N Sterile 
73 10 244259E, 2282840N Area of light artifact density 

74 10 
Not Excavated (on top of 
consolidated Carnegie 
Structure S1338b) 

 

75 10 244303E, 2282907N Area of light artifact density 
76 20 243185E, 2283847N Sterile 
 
 
 
Table 2c. Details of Transect Pozos 
 
 

Transect Units (all 1x1m) 
 

Transect # Subop Cluster/Structure Lots from Surface to Bedrock 
 1 100 3/7 1600, 1602, 1606, 1608, 1611 
 
 1 101 3/8 1601, 1603, 1604, 1607 
 
 1 102 1/ ofrenda 1605, 1609, 1619 (Outside vertical 
    stone slab box) and 1610 (Inside box) 
 
 1 103 1/1 1612, 1613, 1617, 1618, 1621, 1622,  
    1625, 1626 
 
 1 104 1/2 1614, 1615, 1616 
 
 1 105 16/34 1620, 1623, 1624, 1627 



 
 1 106 26/55 1628 
  
 1 107 26/NA 1630, 1631, 1632, 1633, 1637, 1638, 
    1639, 1640 
 
 1 108 26/56 1634, 1635, 1636 
 
 3 109 51/97 1641, 1642, 1652 
 
 3 110 51/91 1643, 1644, 1649, 1653, 1660, 1661 
 
 3 111 51/94 1645, 1646 
 
 3 112 48/86 1647, 1648, 1651 
 
 3 113 49/88 1650 
 
 1 114 6/15 1654, 1655, 1662, 1663, 1666 
 
 1 115 8/18 1656, 1657, 1664, 1667, 1675, 1676,  
    1677 
 
 1 116 10/20 1658, 1659, 1665 
 
 1 117 6/15 1668, 1669 
 
 1 118 8/16 1670, 1671, 1678, 1683 
 
 1 119 10/20 1672, 1673, 1674, 1684 
 
 3 120 43/76 1679, 1682, 1685 
 
 3 121 42/74 1681, 1682, 1686 
 
 3 122 43/76 1687 
 
 3 123 46/81 1688 
 
 3 124 46/81 1689, 1690 
 
 3 125 40/70 and 71 1691, 1691 
  
 5 126 76/156 1693, 1694, 1703, 1709, 1711, 1712,  
    1723, 1724, 1725, 1726 
 



 5 127 77/158 1695, 1704, 1705 
 
 5 128 77/ofrenda 1697, 1698 (Outside vertical stone  
    slab box) and 1696 (inside box) 
 
 5 129 83/172 1699, 1700, 1710 
 
 5 130 88/184 1701, 1702, 1706 
 
 5 131 80/165 1707, 1708 
 
 5 132 85/177 1713, 1719, 1721, 1722 
 
 5 133 85/178 1714, 1720, 1727 
 
 5 134 74/149 1715, 1717 
  
 5 135 74/152 1716, 1718 
 
 5 136 184/175 1728 
 
 4 137 62/124 1729 
  
 4 138 62/125 1730 
 
 4 139 61/117 1731, 1735 
 
 4 140 60/114 1732, 1737, 1738 
  
 4 141 59/112 1733, 1734, 1736 
 
 4 142 62/124 1739, 1741 
 
 4 143 66/131 1740, 1742, 1743 
 
 4 144 73/148 1744, 1745, 1752 
 
 4 145 56/106 1746, 1747 
 
 4 146 57/110 1748, 1749, 1753, 1754, 1756, 1757 
 
 4 147 68/137 1750, 1751, 1755 
 
  148  see milpa 8 below 
  
 2 149 38/68 1767, 1768 



 
 2 150 34/64 1769, 1770, 1775, 1779 
 
 2 151 32/62 1771 
 
 2 152 33/63 1773, 1774, 1778, 1780 
 
 2 153 38/68 1776, 1777, 1781 
 
  154  see milpa 21 below 
 
  155  see milpa 21 below 
 
 
 
Table 2d Details of Milpa Pozos (milpas far outside of the wall only) 
 

Milpa Units 
 

Milpa # Subop  Unit Size Lots from Surface to Bedrock 
8  RS-33  1x1  1758, 1761, 1763 
 
8  RS-34  1x1  1759 
 
8  RS-35  1x1  1764, 1765 
 
8  148  1x2  1760, 1762, 1766 
 
21  RS-56  1x1  1788, 1789 
 
21  RS-57  1x1  1785 
 
21  RS-58  1x1  1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, 1796, 1797, 1798, 

1799, 1800, 1801 
 
21  RS-59  1x1  1784 
 
21  154  1x2  1782, 1786, 1790, 1795 
 
21  155  1x2  1783, 1787 



Table 3. List of structure types located in transects outside of the city wall.  

Structure types by transect. 

Structure 
Type 

Transect 
1 

Transect 
2 

Transect 
3 

Transect 
4 

Transect 
5 

Transect 
6 

Transect 
7 

Transect 
8 Total 

Elliptical 
structure 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Four room 
structure 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Open Spiral 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 

Platform 34 0 5 10 9 17 21 9 105 

Range 
Structure 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Rectangular 
Pyramid 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Round 
Pyramid 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Round 
Structure 18 7 3 8 6 9 2 4 57 

Single Room 
Structure 4 3 21 22 17 24 25 14 130 

Three Room 
Structure 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

Two  Room 
Structure 4 0 6 4 4 8 13 7 46 

Total 62 11 35 45 38 59 62 35 347 

 



Table 4. List of calibrated C14 dates (six new dates from the settlement zone will be 
forthcoming). 
   One sigma Two sigma 
Sample #/ 
Project/ 
(Lab #) 

material/context Radiocarbon 
Age (B.P.) 

Cal A.D. Date 
Range 

 
P% 

Cal A.D. 
Date Range 

 
P% 

17 INAH 
(A-12792) 

copal/Q-162f altar 150 +/- 35 1660-1890 
 

1910-1960 

78.9 
 
16.5 

1660-1960 95.4 

21 INAH 
(A-12796) 

carbon/Q-87a TR 
group hall 

170 +/- 40 1650-1890 
 

1910-1960 

79.2 
 
16.2 

1660-1960 95.4 

27 INAH 
(A-12801) 

carbon 
AMS/plaza near 
Q-69  - human 
bone bed 

280 +/- 30 1490-1600 
 

1610-1670 
 

1780-1800 

54.3 
 
39.5 
 
1.6 

1490-1800 95.4 

11 Carnegie 
(#62) 
(A-12786) 

carbon/Q-95 
temple 

365 +/- 45 1560-1630 
 

1460-1530- 

35.6 
 
32.6 

1440-1630 95.4 

1 Carnegie 
(#51) 
(A-12776) 

copal/Q-59a 
burial cist shrine 

425 +/- 45 1420-1500 
 

1600-1620 

62.3 
 
5.9 

1410-1630 95.4 

22 INAH 
(A-12797) 

carbon/Q-
88/88a/87 TR 
group 

520 +/- 60 1390-1450 
 

1320-1350 

51.7 
 
16.5 

1300-1480 95.4 

25 INAH 
(A-12800) 

carbon/Q-88a hall 565 +/- 40 1310-1360 
 

1380-1430 

35.4 
 
32.8 

1300-1440 95.4 

14 Carnegie 
(#68) 
(A-12789) 

copal/Q-152 TR 
floor at base 

585 +/-40 1305-1355 
 

1385-1410 

48.4 
 
19.8 

1290-1420 95.4 

4 Carnegie 
(A-12779) 

carbon/Q-214 
round temple 

595 +/- 40 1305-1365 
 

1385-1405 

53.7 
 
14.5 

1290-1420 95.4 

30 INAH 
AMS 
(A-12806) 

carbon AMS/Q-
64 hall 

605 +/- 35 1300-1335 
 

1340-1370 
 

1380-1400 

28.4 
 
26.2 
 
13.5 

1290-1410 95.4 

15 INAH 
(A-12790) 

copal/Q-151 TR 
group hall 

615 +/- 45 1300-1335 
 

1340-1375 
 

1380-1400 

27.5 
 
26.4 
 
14.3 

1290-1410 95.4 

8 Carnegie 
(#57) 
(A-12783) 

carbon/Q-84 
burial cist round 
platform 

650 +100/-95 1280-1410 68.2 1160-1450 95.4 

19 INAH 
(A-12794) 

copal/Q-83 
temple 

650 +/- 40 1350-1390 
 

1295-1320 

42.8 
 
25.4 

1280-1400 95.4 

13 Carnegie 
(#64) 
(A-12788)  

copal/Q-152 
midden 

655 +/- 40 1350-1390 
 

1290-1320 

41.7 
 
26.5 

1280-1400 95.4 



16 INAH 
AMS 
(A-12791) 

carbon AMS/Q-
152c TR group 
hall 

655 +/- 35 1350-1390 
 

1290-1320 

42.0 
 
26.2 

1280-1400 95.4 

12 Carnegie 
(#63) 
(A-12787)  

copal/Q-127? 
Portal vault 

660 +/- 40 1340-1390 
 

1285-1320 

39.5 
 
28.7 

1280-1400 95.4 

20 INAH 
(A-12795) 

carbon/Q-87a TR 
group hall 

660 +/- 35 1350-1390 
 

1290-1320 

40.9 
 
27.3 

1280-1400 95.4 

23 INAH 
(A-12798) 

carbon/Q-88a TR 
group hall 

660 +/- 40 1350-1390 
 

1285-1320 

39.5 
 
28.7 

1280-1400 95.4 

5 Carnegie 
(#54) 
(A-12780) 

carbon/Q-1?? 665 +/- 45 1350-1390 
 

1280-1320 

37.2 
 
31.0 

1270-1410 95.4 

9 Carnegie 
(#60) 
(A-12784) 

carbon/Q-95 
temple 

690 +/- 45 1270-1310 
 

1350-1390 

37.8 
 
30.4 

1240-1400 95.4 

32 INAH 
AMS 
(A-12807) 

Carbon AMS/Q-
98 altar 

715 +/-30 1273-1299 68.2 1240-1390 95.4 

24 INAH 
(A-12799) 

carbon/Q-88a TR 
group hall 

750 +/- 50 1240-1295 
 

1220-1235 

62.2 
 
6.0 

1160-1390 95.4 

28 INAH 
(A-12803) 

carbon/Q-70 hall 750 +/- 45 1240-1295 
 

1225-1230 

67.4 
 
.8 

1180-1390 95.4 

29 INAH 
AMS 
(A-12804) 

carbon AMS/Q-
72 hall 

760 +/- 35 1244-1286 68.2 1215-1300 95.4 

6 Carnegie 
(#55) 
(A-12781) 

carbon/Q-77 
middle plaza 
floors by shrine 

820 +/- 55 1110-1290 
 

1040-1110 

86.0 
 

9.4 

1040-1290 95.4 

2 Carnegie 
(#53) 
(A-12777) 

carbon/Q-59b 
burial cist shrine 

845 +/- 40 1160-1255 68.2 1040-1280 95.4 

7 Carnegie 
(#56) 
(A-12782) 

carbon/Q-82 early 
plaza floors by str 

905 +/- 45 1030-1190 68.2 1020-1220 95.4 

18 INAH 
AMS 
(A-12793) 

carbon AMS/Q-
162a sub-Castillo 
temple 

930 +/- 30 1030-1160 68.2 1020-1190 95.4 

3 Carnegie 
(#?) 
(A-12778) 

carbon/Q-97 pits 
below hall 

955 +/- 40 1080-1160 
 

1020-1070 

41.3 
 

26.9 

1000-1190 95.4 

10 Carnegie 
(#61) 
(A-12785) 

copal/Q-95? 
Temple 

960 +/- 40 1080-1160 
 

1020-1070 

41.3 
 

26.9 

990-1190 95.4 

 
31 INAH 
(A-12806) 

Carbon/Q-95 
temple 

1125 +/- 50   770-1020 95.4 

26 INAH 
AMS 
(A-12801) 

carbon AMS/Q-
152 alley behind 
TR 

2580 +/- 40 830-750 B.C. 
 

700-540 B.C. 

58.7 
 
36.7 

830-539 
B.C. 

95.4 
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